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Editorial on the Research Topic

New Approaches to Breast Cancer Radiotherapy

Multiple randomized clinical trials have confirmed the efficacy of radiation therapy in reducing local
recurrence of breast cancer (1). For decades the predominant approach was six weeks of whole
breast radiotherapy followed by a boost. This “one size fits all” paradigm has been questioned based
on the identification of molecular markers, genomic profiling, and other prognostic factors that
indicate recurrence risk for individual patients.

Breast cancer survival has improved in developed countries with almost 80% of patients
surviving at least 10 years. Long-term survival reveals the late toxicity of all treatment modalities
and provides an incentive to develop effective treatments that maintain quality of life. In the field of
radiation oncology, we have the opportunity to tailor our treatments for each patient to improve
progression free survival, minimize normal tissue toxicity and functional impairment, and respect
our patient’s resources and time constraints.

We have seen a de-escalation of the surgical approach to breast cancer and the development of a
more personalized targeted approach to the selection of systemic therapy. Technical innovations in
radiotherapy delivery provide the opportunity to treat patients with greater precision and
fewer treatments.

Radiation delivery can be modified by altering volume, dose, timing, number and overall
duration of treatment consistent with optimal medical outcome and quality of life.
Hypofractionation, which reduces the number and overall treatment duration, has become the
recommended approach to whole breast RT (2, 3). The concept of APBI (accelerated partial breast
irradiation) which minimizes volume, treatment number and duration, has been demonstrated to be
appropriate for low-risk patients (4–7). Clinical trials have explored more efficient fractionation for
whole breast RT (8, 9) and novel approaches to APBI. Technical progress in radiation image
guidance, planning, and treatment delivery has fostered the development of SBRT (stereotactic body
radiotherapy) and stereotactic ablative radiotherapy (SABR) as an ablative treatment for primary
and metastatic cancer.

In this Research Topic, New Approaches to Breast Cancer Radiotherapy, we have included
original research and review articles that describe SBRT for primary and metastatic breast cancer,
MR-guided RT for neoadjuvant local treatment, aggressive local management of breast cancer with
synchronous metastases, and a new look at the breast boost.

The article by Lee et al. describes the first experience in Korea of stereotactic partial breast
irradiation. While accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) has been demonstrated in
randomized trials to be non-inferior to whole breast radiation in selected patients with low-risk
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tumors, the technique has been rarely used in Korea. Reasons
include the younger age distribution of Korean breast cancer
patients and smaller breast volumes that limit many APBI
techniques. This article demonstrates the safety and feasibility
of fractionated SBRT using Cyber knife with robotic tracking and
implanted fiducials. This technique offers a non-invasive APBI
modality that may be well suited to small volume breasts.

The concept of oligometastatic disease proposed in the 1990’s,
is that a limited number of metastases (≤5) may be amenable to
ablative treatments resulting in prolonged disease-free interval or
improved survival. SBRT and SABR can provide a non-invasive
ablative treatment for oligometastases. The randomized phase II
SABR-COMET trial demonstrated an improvement in overall
survival in the SABR arm for multiple disease site, of which 20%
were breast cancer (10). The role of SBRT/SABR for
oligometastatic breast cancer has not been well defined. This
may change with the results of NRG-BR002, an ongoing
randomized study of ablative therapy for oligometastatic breast
cancer. The Weykamp et al. article is a single institutional review
of extracranial SBRT for oligometastatic or oligoprogressive
breast cancer, which evaluates outcome and prognostic factors
in this cohort of patients. As such, it contributes to the growing
body of literature on the role of ablative treatment for
oligometastases in breast cancer.

The rising number of breast cancer cases and the decrease in
mortality from improvements in breast cancer treatment have
resulted in a growing number of breast cancer survivors that
experience late treatment-related toxicity. Despite the advances
in radiotherapy treatment duration and oncologic outcomes
with APBI (4–6), improvements in late toxicity are still needed
(6, 9). Few single institutional studies have evaluated the use of
neoadjuvant partial breast irradiation (PBI) treating smaller
target volumes compared to adjuvant PBI, potentially reducing
RT-related toxicity and improving quality of life (11–13). The
evolution of Magnetic Resonance (MR)-guided RT systems has
provided significant improvement in image-guided RT, with
better target and normal tissue visualization. In this review
paper, Groot Koerkamp et al. discuss MR-guided RT to deliver
neoadjuvant PBI, outlining the steps from breast treatment
planning, contouring and treatment delivery, including
optimization for the use of this technique and workflow for
clinical implementation.

The benefit in local control by adding a boost dose after
whole breast radiotherapy has been studied in randomized
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 25
trials (14, 15). However, higher radiation dose is also
associated with worse cosmesis and higher cost related to
additional treatment. Several guidelines have been proposed
to delineate who should receive a boost, including younger
patients, high grade tumors, and positive surgical margin.
In this review paper, Gulstene and Raziee discuss the
lack of consensus guidelines for the use of boost after
hypofractionated whole breast RT and in close surgical
margins, two common clinical scenarios. The authors discuss
the trend in lower rates of utilization of boost after
hypofractionated RT compared to conventional treatment,
including the data of similar cosmetic outcomes when
boost is used independent of fractionation of whole
breast. The management of patients with close surgical
margin has changed since ASTRO-SSO consensus guidelines
recommendation of re-excision only for positive margins,
resulting in significant practice variations in regard to boost
for close surgical margins. The authors recommend future
prospective studies to address these questions.

About 6% of newly diagnosed breast cancer patients
present with Stage IV disease and an intact primary tumor.
Improvements in systemic therapies including chemotherapy,
HER2-target therapy, and immunotherapy have improved
prognosis of this small subset of patients. The use of
locoregional therapy, including surgery and/or radiotherapy has
been controversial, after the results of four randomized trials
showing no benefit in survival with addition of locoregional
therapy (16–19). Lian et al. investigate the effect of local
therapy on survival in this population using SEER database.
The authors noted a decrease in the number of patients
receiving surgery alone and an increase in radiotherapy alone
over time. Local therapy was an independent prognostic factor for
breast cancer-specific survival (BCSS). Surgery combined with
radiotherapy had better BCSS compared with surgery alone and
radiotherapy alone. Identification of a selected group of patients
with De Novo Stage IV disease that benefit of locoregional
therapy is still to be defined.
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Jung Hyun Yoon 2, Se Young Kim 1, Jee Ye Kim 3, Hyung Seok Park 3, Seung Il Kim 3,

Young Up Cho 3, Byeong Woo Park 3 and Yong Bae Kim 1*

1Department of Radiation Oncology, Breast Cancer Center, Yonsei Cancer Center, Yonsei University College of Medicine,
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Medicine, Seoul, South Korea, 3Department of Surgery, Breast Cancer Center, Yonsei Cancer Center, Yonsei University

College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea

Purpose: Accelerated partial breast irradiation (A-PBI) in Korean women has been

considered impracticable, owing to small breast volume and lack of high-precision

radiotherapy experience. We present the first experience of stereotactic-PBI (S-PBI) with

CyberKnife M6 to investigate feasibility of use and early toxicities in Korean women with

early breast cancers.

Materials and Methods: A total of 104 breasts receiving S-PBI at our

institution between September 2017 and October 2018 were reviewed. Patients were

selected based on the American Society for Radiation Oncology (ASTRO), American

Brachytherapy Society, American Society of Breast Surgeons, and Groupe Européen

de Curiethérapie-European Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology guidelines.

A dose of 30Gy in 5 fractions (NCT01162200) was used. Gold fiducials were routinely

inserted near the tumor bed for tracking. Constraints regarding organs-at-risk followed

the NSABP-B39/RTOG 0413 protocol.

Results: Median follow-up was for 13 months. Patients were categorized as “suitable”

(71.2%) or “cautionary” (28.8%) according to 2017 the ASTRO guidelines. No tracking

failure of inserted gold fiducials occurred. Median planning target volume (PTV) and

PTV-to-whole breast volume ratio was 73.6mL (interquartile range, 58.8–103.9mL) and

17.0% (13.3–19.1%), respectively. Median PTV V95%, PTV Dmax, and ipsilateral breast

V50% were 97.8% (96.2–98.8%), 105.3% (104.2–106.4%), and 35.5% (28.3–39.8%),

respectively. No immediate post-S-PBI toxicity ≥ grade 2 was reported, except grade 2

induration in three breasts. All patients remain disease-free to date.

Conclusion: The first use of S-PBI in Korean women was feasible and safe for selected

early breast cancer. Based on these results, we have initiated a prospective study

(NCT03568981) to test S-PBI in whole-breast irradiation for low-risk early breast cancer.

Keywords: stereotactic partial breast irradiation, accelerated partial breast irradiation, breast cancer, Korean,

feasibility studies, dosimetric outcomes, early toxicity
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INTRODUCTION

Accelerated partial breast irradiation (A-PBI) has emerged as an
alternative to whole- breast irradiation (WBI). Previous studies
in patients with low-risk early-stage breast cancer show that
rates of local recurrence after A-PBI are extremely low, and
most cases are limited to the vicinity of the original tumor bed
(1, 2). Several prospective randomized trials demonstrated that
A-PBI is associated with a non-inferior ipsilateral breast tumor
recurrence (IBTR) rate, excellent cosmesis, and low treatment-
related toxicity compared to WBI; however, there are some
variabilities in outcomes owing to use of different radiation
techniques and patient selection criteria (3–6). However, while A-
PBI has been widely adopted worldwide for low-risk early breast
cancer patients, A-PBI adoption remains limited in South Korea.
The “Patterns of practice” study revealed that the use of A-PBI is
far from widespread in South Korea (7).

With advancements in high-precision radiotherapy
techniques, stereotactic body radiation therapy has become
an emerging option for early breast cancer, in the form of
stereotactic A-PBI (S-PBI). Several Western institutions have
shown that S-PBI is a safe and feasible treatment in patients with
early breast cancer who meet strict criteria (8–10).

Given this background, we have implemented A-PBI in
Korean women, and report here our first experience in South
Korea of using S-PBI for low-risk early breast cancer. Our aim
was to investigate the feasibility and early treatment toxicity
profile of S-PBI in Korean women.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient Selection
We reviewed patients treated with S-PBI using CyberKnife M6
(Accuray Incorporated, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) at our institution
between September 2017 and October 2018. Patients referred for
radiotherapy after breast-conserving surgery for breast cancer
were screened by radiation oncologists for suitability for S-
PBI, based on consensus guidelines of the American Society for
Radiation Oncology (ASTRO), American Brachytherapy Society
(ABS), American Society of Breast Surgeons (ASBS), and Groupe
Européen de Curiethérapie-European Society for Therapeutic
Radiology and Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) (11–14). Patients with
invasive lobular carcinoma were eligible for S-PBI, as ASBS and
ABS guidelines accept all invasive subtypes, whereas ASTRO
and GEC-ESTRO guidelines accept invasive lobular carcinoma
as “cautionary” and “intermediate risk,” respectively. In our
institution, invasive lobular carcinoma with no multiplicity
found in preoperative image and surgical pathology, and
satisfying other criteria in the guidelines were eligible for S-PBI.
Low risk breast cancer patients in this study were defined as
patients satisfying the criteria of all of the above guidelines. These
low risk patients were preferentially selected for S-PBI. Physicians
explained expected benefits and risks of S-PBI in contrast to
conventional WBI to these selected patients, and S-PBI was given
to those only who agreed the treatment. Updates to guidelines
during the course of the study were applied immediately (15,
16). Ultimately, patients categorized as “suitable” as well as

“cautionary” according to ASTRO guidelines were included in
the study.

Patients who experienced surgical complications, had positive
resection margins, were younger than 45 years, or had
multicentric tumors were ineligible for S-PBI. Only patients
who had a follow-up period of longer than 6 months were
included in this study. All patients diagnosed with breast cancer
were evaluated preoperatively using breast magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), ultrasonography, and mammography.

Fiducial Insertion and Simulation
S-PBI performed with CyberKnife M6 tracked gold fiducials
inserted near the tumor bed as fiducial markers. At
commencement of the study in September 2017, the gold
fiducials were routinely inserted, with three gold fiducials
inserted into patients’ breasts at a 1 cm margin from the
postoperative tumor cavity under ultrasonographic guidance.
Upon insertion, the fiducials were placed in a non-coplanar
position with respect to the radiographic orthogonal images of
the CyberKnife M6, and the greatest possible extent of angular
separation was aimed for. Mammography was performed
immediately after insertion to confirm the presence of the
gold fiducials, and simulation computed tomography (CT)
was carried out at least 1 week later to minimize the effect of
fiducial migration (17). Non-contrast 1mm cut CT images
were obtained, with the surgical scar marked by a radiopaque
angiocatheter. Vac-Lok (CIVCO Radiotherapy, Coralville, IA,
USA) devices were used to immobilize patients in the supine
position with arms placed overhead (Figure S1).

Treatment Planning
Ct images were imported intoMIM software (MIM Software Inc.,
Cleveland, OH, USA) for target delineation. The surgical tumor
cavity was identified based on pre- and postoperative images,
surgical clips, and the incisional scar. The clinical target volume
(CTV) was defined as a uniform 1 cm margin expansion from
the tumor cavity, excluding the skin and chest wall. A margin
of at least 5mm from the breast skin surface was required.
Chest wall structures, such as the pectoralis muscle or ribs, were
excluded from the CTV. We defined the planning target volume
(PTV) as equal to the CTV, using a robotic stereotactic tracking
system capable of real-time respiratory tracking. The ipsilateral
breast, contralateral breast, skin, chest wall, both lungs, heart,
left anterior descending coronary artery, esophagus, thyroid, and
spinal cord were delineated as organs-at-risk. The contoured
PTV and ipsilateral whole-breast volume were measured using
MIM software. The PTV-to-whole-breast ratio (PTV/WB) was
calculated for each breast. An example of target delineation for
S-PBI is shown in Figure 1.

The prescribed dose was 30Gy in 5 fractions, identical to that
used in work reported by the University of Texas Southwestern
(UTSW), which proved safe and feasible in their phase I study
(NCT01162200) (10). Following this regimen, radiotherapy was
delivered every other day. The S-PBI was planned such that
the PTV receiving 95% of the prescribed dose (V95%) would
be over 95% of the total PTV, and the maximum point dose
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FIGURE 1 | Example of axial cut image showing target delineation for stereotactic accelerated partial breast irradiation in a sample patient. PTV, planning target

volume.

(Dmax) allowed for the PTV was <107%. Constraints to organs-
at-risk mostly followed those of the NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413
protocol: ipsilateral breast V50% < 60%, contralateral breast Dmax

< 1Gy, ipsilateral lung V30% < 15%, heart (right-sided lesions)
V5% < 5%, and heart (left-sided lesions) V5% < 40%. Doses to
the contralateral lung, skin, chest wall, and thyroid were also
considered according to the NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413 protocol.

Treatment and Follow-Up
Robotic stereotactic radiotherapy using the CyberKnife M6 with
fiducial tracking was used in all patients. Before every treatment,
orthogonal X-ray images (from 45 and 135◦ angles with respect
to the surface) were acquired after patient setup to visualize and
align the fiducials with those in the original orthogonal X-ray
images. If only two fiducials were detectable, treatment required
authorization from a radiation oncologist.

Patients were interviewed and examined by the treating
physician during the course of therapy, followed by routine
visits every 6–12 months after S-PBI. Routine surveillance
consisted of medical interviews, breast examinations, and
mammography, in addition to optional breast ultrasonography
and MRI. Toxicity assessment was performed using the Harvard
scale, and mainly included breast skin change and induration
assessments. In addition, skin thickness was measured by
assessing ultrasound images obtained before surgery and 6–12
months after radiotherapy (if available). Both the skin above the
tumor bed and the skin of the opposite quadrant of the ipsilateral
breast (at least 5 cm away from the tumor bed) were measured at
each time point.

For this study, we selected a cohort of 237 breasts that received
WBI during the same period that the S-PBI was undertaken,
for comparison of patient characteristics, toxicity, and skin
thickness. All these breasts exhibited pathologically Tis or T1,
node-negative breast cancers that received WBI of 40.05Gy in

15 fractions, combined with a simultaneously integrated boost of
48Gy in 15 fractions to the tumor bed by intensity-modulated
radiation therapy (IMRT) after breast-conserving surgery.

Ethical Statement
The hospital’s institutional review board approved the
retrospective review of S-PBI patients for this study (4-
2019-0054). The necessity of written informed consent was
waived due to the retrospective nature of the study, and the
S-PBI patients in this study were not based on a protocol-based
prospective study.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
Between September 2017 and October 2018, 911 patients (922
breasts) were referred for radiotherapy after undergoing breast-
conserving surgery. After screening, 103 patients (104 breasts;
11.3% of total referred breasts) received S-PBI. The median
follow-up was 13 months (range, 6–21 months). The patient
characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Among the total of
103 patients, the median age was 60 years (range, 46–85 years).
Of the total of 104 breasts, 75 (72.1%) had invasive ductal
carcinoma, with a median tumor size of 1.0 cm (range, 0.1–
2.5 cm). Three patients had metastatic lymph nodes (1–2 sentinel
lymph node metastases with no perinodal extension). The tumor
grade was 1 or 2 in 97 breasts (93.3%). None of the tumors had
lymphovascular invasion, and all had clear resection margins.
All tumors except 1 were estrogen receptor-positive. The breasts
were categorized as “suitable” (71.2%) or “cautionary” (28.8%)
according to the updated 2017 ASTRO guidelines. The most
common reason for classification as “cautionary” was extensive
intraductal carcinoma of <3 cm (18 breasts). Compared to the
pathologically Tis or T1, node negative WBI cohort, the S-PBI
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TABLE 1 | Patient characteristics (per breast).

Characteristic N %

Age (years; median, range) 60 (46–85)

Pathologic type

DCIS 15 14.4

IDC 75 72.1

Other 14 13.5

Tumor size (cm; median, range) 1.0 (0.1–2.5)

N stage

N0 101 97.1

N1 3 2.9

RM

Negative 104 100.0

Close or Positive 0 0.0

Grade

Grade 1 53 51.0

Grade 2 44 42.3

Grade 3 7 6.7

LVI

No 103 99.0

Yes 1 1.0

EIC

No 86 82.7

Yes 18 17.3

ER

No 1 1.0

Yes 103 99.0

ASTRO guideline category

Suitable 74 71.2

Cautionary 30 28.8

Unsuitable 0 0.0

DCIS, ductal carcinoma in situ; IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; N stage, nodal stage; RM,

resection margin; LVI, lymphovascular invasion; EIC, extensive intraductal carcinoma; ER,

estrogen receptor; ASTRO, American Society for Radiation Oncology.

patients had younger age (p < 0.01), lower tumor grade (p
< 0.01), less lymphovascular invasion (p < 0.01), and more
estrogen receptor positivity (p < 0.01) (Table S1). The WBI
cohort had trend toward more positive resection margin, larger
tumor size, and more extensive intraductal component, although
not statistically significant.

Technical Feasibility of S-PBI
All 104 breasts had real-time tracking with inserted gold fiducials.
All three inserted fiducials were trackable in 83 breasts (75.5%),
and two of the three were trackable in 27 breasts (24.5%). There
was no treatment interruption, reinsertion of fiducials, or re-
simulation owing to tracking failure. The median treatment time
was 33min (range, 25–45min) (Table 2).

Dosimetric Outcomes
The median whole-breast volume was 481.1mL [interquartile
range (IQR), 375.1–646.4mL], while the median PTV was
73.6mL (IQR, 58.8–103.9mL). The median PTV/WB was

TABLE 2 | Treatment characteristics.

Characteristic N %

Number of tracked gold fiducials (among inserted)

3 fiducials 81 77.9

2 fiducials 23 22.1

Treatment time (min; median, range) 33 (25-45)

TABLE 3 | Dosimetric outcomes of stereotactic partial breast irradiation.

Dosimetric parameters Median (interquartile range)

PTV V95% 97.8% (96.2–98.8%)

PTV Dmax 105.3% (104.2–106.4%)

Ipsilateral breast V50% 35.5% (28.3–39.8%)

Contralateral breast Dmax 0.8Gy (0.6–1.1Gy)

Ipsilateral lung V20Gy 0.1% (0.0–0.3%)

Ipsilateral lung V10Gy 2.2% (1.5–3.0%)

Contralateral lung V1.5Gy 0.0% (0.0–0.0%)

Heart mean dose (left-sided lesions) 0.7Gy (0.5–1.2Gy)

Heart mean dose (right-sided lesions) 0.4Gy (0.3–0.5Gy)

Skin Dmax 26.6Gy (25.5–28.0Gy)

Chest wall Dmax 29.8Gy (29.2–30.5Gy)

Vx%, percentage of volume receiving X% of the prescribed dose; VxGy , percentage of

volume receiving X Gy; Dmax , maximum point dose.

17.0% (IQR, 13.3–19.1%). The dosimetric parameters for S-
PBI in this study are shown in Table 3, while the PTV
and PTV/WB in this study are compared to those found in
other similar S-PBI studies in Table S2. The median PTV
V95% was 97.8% (IQR, 96.2–98.8%), and PTV Dmax was
105.3% (IQR, 104.2–106.4%). The median ipsilateral breast
V50%, ipsilateral lung V10Gy, and contralateral lung V1.5Gy

were 35.5% (IQR, 28.3–39.8%), 2.2% (IQR, 1.5–3.0%), and
0.0% (IQR, 0.0–0.0%), respectively. The median skin and
chest wall Dmax were 26.6Gy (IQR, 25.5–28.0Gy) and 29.8Gy
(IQR, 29.2–30.5Gy), respectively. The mean dose for the
heart was a median of 0.7Gy (IQR, 0.5–1.2Gy) and 0.4Gy
(IQR, 0.3–0.5Gy), for left- and right-sided lesions, respectively.
Figure 2 shows an example of an isodose line and dose-
volume histogram of an S-PBI plan that successfully satisfied all
dosimetric goals.

Physician-Rated Early Toxicity and Change
in Breast Skin Thickness
After a median follow-up of 13 months, no IBTR, regional
recurrence, or distant metastasis was detected in any of the
patients. Figure 3 shows the toxicity data at the end of each
follow-up period. Immediately after S-PBI, 87 breasts (83.7%)
had no breast skin color change, and 66 (63.4%) had no
palpable induration. No grade 2 or higher breast color change
was reported, and grade 2 induration was observed in 3
breasts, which had persisted threesince immediately after the
completion of surgery. After 6 months of follow-up, grade 1
color change and grade 1 palpable induration were noted in
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FIGURE 2 | Example of (A) an isodose line (upper: axial; lower: sagittal) and (B) dose-volume histogram of a stereotactic accelerated partial breast irradiation plan that

satisfies all dosimetric goals. PTV, planning target volume.

FIGURE 3 | Early toxicity outcomes: (A) skin change and (B) breast induration after S-PBI. S-PBI, stereotactic partial breast irradiation; m, months.

one and four breasts, respectively. Among the 56 breasts where
follow-up of 1 year was reached, none showed color change
and only one showed grade 1 induration. The WBI cohort
showed similar results after 1 year of follow-up (135 breasts),
as all except two breasts with grade 1 color change showed
no color change, and two breasts had grade 1 induration.
In terms of other treatment-related toxicities after S-PBI, one
breast had grade 1 breast edema, and one breast had grade
2 breast cellulitis which was successfully managed with oral
antibiotics. No rib fracture or radiation pneumonitis was noted
after S-PBI.

The change in skin thickness from before surgery to 6–

12 months after radiotherapy was compared in the skin above

the tumor bed and the skin of the opposite quadrant of the
tumor bed (Figure 4). In S-PBI breasts, the median increase

in skin thickness above the tumor bed was 800µm (range,

−600 to +3,200µm), while skin of the opposite quadrant of

the tumor bed in the ipsilateral breast increased by a median of
100µm (range,−600 to+1,100µm). InWBI breasts, the median

increase in skin thickness above the tumor bed was 1,000µm
(range, −200 to +5,200µm), while in the opposite quadrant of
the tumor bed in the ipsilateral breast it increased by a median of

400µm (range, −300 to +3,300µm). Changes in skin thickness
of the opposite quadrant were significantly smaller in the S-PBI
group compared to the WBI group (p < 0.01).

DISCUSSION

Our first experience of S-PBI revealed that it is a feasible and
safe treatment in low-risk early breast cancer in Korean women.
The high-precision radiotherapy technique showed excellent
fiducial tracking abilities, with excellent dosimetric outcomes and
minimal early toxicity, despite the relatively small breast volumes.
To our knowledge, this is the first experience of S-PBI use in
Korean women.

Over the last three decades, prospective trials using various
techniques have demonstrated that A-PBI is non-inferior to WBI
(3–6). However, only 4.7% of total radiation oncology facilities
in South Korea use A-PBI (7). This could be due to several
reasons. First, patient selection is limited, owing to the younger
age distribution of breast cancer in South Korea compared to
the Western hemisphere (18). In addition, even though many
radiation oncologists have sufficient clinical experience in high-
precision radiotherapy, they usually feel that it is unnecessary
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FIGURE 4 | Changes in skin thickness after surgery followed by stereotactic partial breast irradiation (S-PBI) or whole-breast irradiation (WBI). Changes in skin

thickness are defined as breast skin thickness before surgery, subtracted from breast skin thickness at 1 year after radiation. Values are presented in micrometers

(range).

to apply such techniques because of the relatively small breast
volumes and favorable clinical outcomes with conventional
techniques. Lastly, but most practically, the Korean National
Health Insurance (KNHI) program’s reimbursement system,
based on fraction number, has been a major obstacle to use
of A-PBI.

Radical advances in IMRT and image guidance have provided
a potential breakthrough for A-PBI, as shown in an Italian
prospective trial (19). S-PBI, a further developed form of high-
precision IMRT, has the potential to circumvent the limitations
in Korean women. While A-PBI using conventional IMRT may
carry risks owing to respiratory motion uncertainty, the novel
high-precision technique of S-PBI addresses this with real-
time motion tracking via fiducial markers, allowing minimal
PTV margin expansion. We believe that S-PBI could provide a
breakthrough for A-PBI in South Korea.

Our S-PBI was performed after careful patient selection.
We considered all available A-PBI guidelines for selecting the
patients. Only 6.2% of total breasts referred for radiotherapy were
selected for S-PBI, and none were categorized as “unsuitable”
according to the ASTRO guidelines. The results of strict patient
selection are well described in Table S1, showing S-PBI patients
bearing much more favorable clinicopathologic features. We
were especially cautious when selecting patients aged 45–50
years, the gray zone among different guidelines (11–16). In this
age group, only those without any relative contraindications were
selected. As a result, despite the young age at which breast cancer
frequently occurs in South Korea, as mentioned previously (18),
we successfully managed to select an optimal group of Korean
women for S-PBI.

We have also shown the technical feasibility of S-PBI in low-
risk patients with early breast cancer. S-PBI was highly successful
in terms of fiducial utilization, as no tracking failure occurred
with routine gold fiducial insertion. All patients deemed eligible

for A-PBI successfully underwent the procedure after fiducial
insertion. The safety and efficacy of gold fiducial insertion for
A-PBI has been well established by the UTSW, whose methods
we followed (17). Moreover, the treatment time per fraction
remained reasonable, compared to the UTSW S-PBI study (10).
Each S-PBI treatment may be relatively longer than that for
WBI, but the substantially shortened treatment total fraction
ultimately saves both time and costs. Our first attempt at S-PBI
in South Korea successfully proved that it is technically feasible
in Korean women.

The dosimetric analyses in this study showed that S-PBI
with minimal PTV expansion resulted in excellent dosimetric
parameters in Korean women. During our initial S-PBI setup, we
intended to set dose-volume constraints and define PTV based
on the NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413 protocol, which establishes PTV
as a uniform 1 cm expansion of CTV. However, we believed that
modification of the definition of PTV was necessary, considering
poor dosimetric outcomes in the ipsilateral breast in the Korean
Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (KROG) 0804 study (20).
Based on the high precision of S-PBI with successful fiducial
tracking, and the preference of our surgeons for cavity shave
margins over inked margins, we chose a much smaller PTV
definition than that of the NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413 protocol.

As a result, not only were the ipsilateral breast dosimetric
goals successfully satisfied in all breasts in our study, but the
median ipsilateral breast V50% in our study was 35.8%, much
lower than that of the KROG study (20). Compared to the
Western A-PBI reports (Table S2), the ipsilateral breast V50%

in our patients was as low as those in Western S-PBI studies
(9, 21, 22), and dramatically lower than in A-PBI studies
using three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT),
ranging from 42 to 49% (23–26). This could be explained by
the substantial PTV margin expansion mandated by respiratory
and setup uncertainties in 3D-CRT. Likewise, our delicate S-PBI
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planning achieved consistent dosimetric profiles compared to
those observed in Western S-PBI studies in other organs-at-
risk, without compromising PTV coverage or creating PTV hot
spots (9, 21, 22). These results demonstrated that S-PBI could
overcome the disadvantage of relatively small breast volumes in
Korean women.

Early toxicities after S-PBI were minimal in our study.
Although a few grade 1 or 2 palpable indurations due to
surgery were observed, most patients did not experience any
breast color change or palpable induration immediately after
S-PBI. Any minimal color change or palpable induration
had mostly recovered by the first follow-up visit after S-
PBI, similar to the WBI group. Breast skin thickness is
well known for its relationship with palpable induration, and
radiotherapy is a well-known cause of thickening (27). In
our study, the change in skin thickness after S-PBI appears
to be limited to the tumor bed, in contrast to the diffuse
skin thickening observed after WBI. These favorable toxicity
profiles are comparable to those of the UTSW’s identical dose
cohort (10). They are also remarkably more favorable than
those observed in prospective 3D-CRT A-PBI trials (6, 28,
29). In contrast to widespread concerns about hypofractionated
radiotherapy in South Korea, S-PBI proved to be safe in
terms of early toxicities in Korean women, despite small
breast volumes.

Despite these promising findings, the KNHI reimbursement
system still acts as a major barrier to S-PBI. The unreasonably
low total income from S-PBI compared to WBI would ultimately
prevent adoption of any form of A-PBI in Korean hospitals,
even with sufficient proof of the technical feasibility and safety
of S-PBI. Given the rapid developments in high-precision
radiotherapy, the reimbursement system based on fraction size as
a new parameter is a solution that should be actively considered
(30). This could motivate hospitals to reduce loadings for
patients, and ultimately provoke widespread use of A-PBI in
Korean women.

Limitations of our study are its retrospective, single-
institution nature, the limited number of patients, and the
relatively short follow-up period. Longer follow-up may reveal
whether these promising dosimetric outcomes andminimal early
toxicity would translate into rare late toxicities and excellent
cosmesis. However, we firmly believe that our first experience of
S-PBI in Korean women will act as a cornerstone for widespread
use of A-PBI in this population.

In conclusion, the first experience of S-PBI in Korean women
demonstrated that it is a feasible and safe treatment for low-
risk early breast cancer patients. Despite smaller breast volumes,
outstanding dosimetric outcomes and successful fiducial tracking
were achieved, with rare early toxicities. Based on this first
experience in South Korea, we have initiated a prospective study

(NCT03568981) to test S-PBI in terms of cosmesis and quality of
life compared to WBI in early breast cancer.
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Table S2 | Comparison of PTV, PTV-to-whole-breast ratio, and irradiated

ipsilateral breast volume among published studies of external beam accelerated

partial breast irradiation.
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Purpose/Objective: Oligometastatic disease (OMD) and oligoprogressive disease

(OPD) describe tumor states with a limited metastasization. In contrast to other disease

states, treatment of OMD or OPD has not yet become common for breast cancer. We

sought to understand the outcomes and toxicities of this treatment paradigm.

Material/Methods: We retrospectively analyzed female breast cancer patients with

OMD (≤3 metastases) or OPD (1 progressive lesion) who received stereotactic body

radiotherapy (SBRT) for their respective extracranial metastatic lesions between 01/2002

and 07/2019. Survival analysis was performed using the Kaplan-Meier method with

log-rank test being used for evaluation of significance. Cox regression was used to detect

prognostic outcome factors. Toxicity was evaluated using the Common Terminology

Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE v. 5.0).

Results: Forty-six patients (70% OMD; 30% OPD) with 58 lesions met criteria for

inclusion. The majority of treatments (34 out of 58; 58.6%) were delivered from 2017

to 2018. Treatment sites were bone, liver, lung [n = 19 (33%) for each site], and

adrenal gland [n = 1 (1%)]. Median biologically effective dose (BED at α/β = 10) was

81.6Gy (range: 45–112.5Gy) and median planning target volume was 36.60mL (range:

3.76–311.00mL). At 2 years, local control (LC) was 89%, distant control (DC) was 44%,

progression free survival (PFS) was 17% and overall survival (OS) was 62%. Multivariate

analysis identified the diagnosis of a solitary metastasis as an independent prognostic

factor for superior DC (HR = 0.186, CI [0.055; 0.626], p = 0.007) and PFS (HR = 0.363,

CI [0.152; 0.863], p = 0.022). OS was independently inferior for patients treated at a

higher age (HR = 5.788, CI [1.077; 31.119] p = 0.041). Nine (15.5%) grade I◦ and one

(1.7%) grade II◦ toxicities were recorded, with no grade III◦ or higher toxicities.
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Conclusion: Extracranial SBRT in breast cancer patients with OMD or OPD was

well-tolerated with excellent LC. SBRT should especially be offered to younger OMD

and OPD breast cancer patients with only onemetastasis. The increase in utilization since

2017 points toward a growing acceptance of SBRT for OMD and OPD in breast cancer.

Keywords: oligometastatic, oligoprogression, stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT), breast cancer, local control,

progression free survival, distant control, overall survival

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

The concept of oligometastatic disease (OMD)was first described
by Weichselbaum and Hellman during the 1990s (1). Up to
10% of patients with metastatic breast cancer are thought to
belong to this category (2). Recent studies defined OMD as a
maximum of five present metastases (3–5). A few years after the
initial description of OMD, surgical metastasectomy emerged as
a promising treatmentmodality (6). A non-invasive alternative to
treat limited metastases is stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT),
which has been proven effective and well-tolerated during the
last decade (7–10). SBRT allows to deliver high ablative radiation
doses, while sparing surrounding normal tissue. Two recently
published randomized controlled Phase-II trials, one of them
including 20% breast cancer patients (SABR-COMET trial),
could demonstrate, that local therapy of metastases in patients
with OMD leads to a prolonged progression free survival (PFS)
and even increases overall survival (OS) (11, 12). Moreover,
Wong et al. demonstrated in a study with a similar design
(61 patients; 12% breast cancer histology), that breast cancer
histology was the strongest positive prognostic factor for local
control (LC), PFS and OS (13). It was already shown during
the first pilot studies in this field, that breast cancer patients
benefit significantly better from ablative radiation of their
oligometastases than any other primary tumor (14).

On the contrary, the concept of oligoprogressive disease
(OPD) describes a widespread tumor stage, where usually up to
five metastases are progressive after systemic therapy. In times of
emerging targeted therapies and immunotherapies the concept
of OPD gains importance as few resistant subclones leading to
progression of solitary metastases are observed more frequently
(15). OMD and OPD are not well-established as disease concepts
for breast cancer patients, in contrast to other tumor entities. On
the contrary, the recent 8th edition of the TNM classification
of lung cancer describes a M-subgroup for patients with OMD
(16). There is no such subclassification in breast cancer patients
with OMD (17). This is a surprising fact, considering a 10 year
OS of up to 75% in breast cancer patients with single bone
metastases which surmounts the OS of many other tumors, even
in their early stage (4). A survey of Canadian medical oncologists
revealed that 65% would rather start systemic therapy in breast
cancer patients with OMD, than even consider a SBRT at all (18).
As SBRT for oligometastatic breast cancer patients is a relatively
new disease concept, most studies in this area only include a small
number of patients and mostly consist of only one specific (5) or
predominant (19–21) location of metastases. Additionally, OPD
patients are not represented in these studies.

The aim of the study was therefore to evaluate outcome
and prognostic factors following SBRT in oligometastatic and
oligoprogressive breast cancer patients.

METHODS

Patient and Treatment Characteristics
We retrospectively analyzed female breast cancer patients treated
with ablative SBRT for their extracranial metastases in the
Department of Radiation Oncology at Heidelberg University
Hospital from 01/2002 to 07/2019. Patients were excluded from
the study if they were not treated with SBRT, but with palliative
intent or palliative doses. SBRT was defined as an ablative dose
with single fraction doses > 4Gy and number of fractions < 10.

SBRT was performed if patients were either classified
inoperable, technically or medically, or refused surgical resection.
At our center, patients with brain metastases are only
treated with SBRT for extracranial metastases under special
circumstances (e.g., excellent performance status and completed
whole brain radiotherapy).

A 4D computed tomography (CT) scan with 3mm slice
thickness was used for treatment planning except for bone
metastases. Furthermore, contrast-enhanced CT scans were
applied for target delineation in all patients except for the
ones who were treated with SBRT for bone metastases.
When available, diagnostic magnetic resonance (MR) images or
positron emission tomography (PET) scans were additionally
used for target volume delineation. For lesions in the lower
lung, an abdominal compression device was used. Patients
were positioned in an individually shaped vacuum mattress.
Number of fractions and single-fraction doses were adjusted
to size and location of the metastases. Lung metastases were
classified to be peripheral or central according to the RTOG
definition (22, 23). Before 2012, lung SBRT was performed with
a single fraction of 24–30 Gray (Gy) prescribed to the 90–
95% isodose line. From 2012 on, peripheral lung metastases
were treated with three fractions of 15–18Gy, prescribed to
the minimum 65% isodose covering at least 95% of the PTV.
Central lesions received eight fractions of 7.5Gy prescribed
to the minimum 80% isodose line covering at least 95% of
the PTV and very central lesions (<2 cm distance to main
bronchus) 10 fractions of 5Gy to the 95% isodose. The
same fractionation schemes were applied to liver and adrenal
metastases. Bone metastases received three fractions of 9Gy,
prescribed to the minimum 80% isodose covering at least 95%
of the PTV. Before 2012, a single fraction of 24Gy was used,
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TABLE 1 | Analysis of patient characteristics at initial diagnosis.

Estrogen positive 35 76.0%

Progesterone positive 29 63.0%

Her2/neu rich 8 20.5% (n = 39)

“Triple negative” 3 7.7% (n = 39)

Well-differentiated (G1) 2 4.9% (n = 41)

Moderately differentiated (G2) 25 61.0% (n = 41)

Poorly differentiated (G3) 14 34.1% (n = 41)

Histology

Ductal 15 39.5% (n = 38)

Lobular 6 15.8% (n = 38)

Ductolobular 1 2.6% (n = 38)

Not otherwise specified 16 42.1% (n = 38)

UICC stage at initial diagnosis

Early stage (I–II) 22 47.8%

Locally advanced (III) 9 19.6%

Metastatic disease (IV) 15 32.6%

Initial chemotherapy 33 71.7%

- Neoadjuvant 18 54.5%

- Adjuvant 15 32.6%

- Anthracycline/cyclophosph-amide/taxane based 18 54.5%

- Plus anti Her2/neu agent 7 21.2%

Initial surgery 46 100%

Breast conserving surgery 24 52.2%

Mastectomy 22 47.8%

Axillary dissection 34 73.9%

prescribed to the minimum 80% isodose covering at least 95%
of the PTV.

The biologically effective dose (BED) was used to compare
treatment schemes with the clinical result. An α/β ratio of 10Gy
was assumed for the metastases. BED was calculated using the
linear-quadratic model (24).

BED
(

Gy
)

= fractional dose

× number of fractions

(

1+
fractional dose

α/β

)

Endpoints and Statistical Methods
LC, distant control (DC), PFS and OS were calculated starting
from the last day of SBRT. In this study, LC refers to
the high dose area surrounding the irradiated metastases.
Recurrences anywhere else where classified as distant failure.
LC was calculated based on each lesion. DC, PFS and OS were
calculated per patient. Toxicity was evaluated using the Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE v. 5.0).

First follow-up was performed 6 to 8 weeks after completion
of the SBRT with a clinical examination as well as a contrast
fluid CT or MRI scan of the irradiated area. Further follow-
up was done according to German guidelines and regularly
included a contrast-enhanced CT scan of the thorax/abdomen
every 3 months.

LC, DC, PFS and OS were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier
method. Survival curves were compared between groups in an

TABLE 2 | Analysis of patient characteristics at time of or after SBRT.

Median age 55 years Range 27–82

years

Median Karnofsky Score 90% Range 70–100%

Median time from initial diagnosis to

metastasization*

43 months Range

5.4–265.0

months

≤3 metastases in total (=oligometastatic) 32 70.0%

≥3 metastases in total, but 1 progressive

(=oligoprogressive)

14 30.0%

Any metastases in other organs 16 34.8%

- Bone 9 56.3%

- Liver 4 25.0%

- Brain 1 6.3%

- Bone, liver, brain 1 6.3%

- Bone, liver, lung, lymphatic 1 6.3%

Chemotherapy within 4 weeks before SBRT 8 17.4%

Chemotherapy within 4 weeks after SBRT 7 15.2%

Number of SBRT lesions

One 37 80.4%

Two 8 17.4%

Three 1 1.7%

SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy.

*excluding patients with synchronous metastasization.

univariate analysis applying the log-rank test or cox regression
analysis. Multivariate cox models were performed including all
variables with p ≤0.1 from univariate analysis. A p ≤ 0.05 was
considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were
performed with SPSS software (IBM SPSS Version 24.0).

This retrospective study was approved by the Ethics
committee of the University Hospital Heidelberg (Reference
number: S-855/2019).

RESULTS

Most patients had early stage breast cancer at primary diagnosis
(47.8%) and received neoadjuvant or adjuvant chemotherapy
(71.7%), mainly anthracycline/cyclophosphamide/taxane based
regimes. All patients had a controlled or recently resected
primary tumor, with adequate adjuvant radiotherapy of the
breast or chest wall according to current national guidelines
(25–27). Further patient characteristics are shown in Table 1.
Table 2 illustrates patient characteristics at time of the respective
SBRT. Median age at time of SBRT was 55 years (range
27–82), with a median time from primary diagnosis to
development of metastases of 43.0months (range 5.4–265.0). The
majority of patients had oligometastatic disease (70%), with a
maximum of three present and therefore irradiated metastases
in this subgroup. Oligoprogressive patients (30%) had had one
progressive lesion which was treated with SBRT. Lung, liver and
bone were equally represented as SBRT organs (each 33%), with
a single case of a metastasis in the adrenal gland (1%). All 14
OPD patients also had stable metastases in further organs, and
two OMD patients received SBRT in two different organs. In
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TABLE 3 | Analysis of the SBRT lesions.

Localization of SBRT lesion

- Bone 19 32.8%

- Lung 19 32.8%

- Liver 19 32.8%

- Adrenal gland 1 2.0%

Histological sample taken from metastasis 3 5.2%

SBRT lesions progressive in planning CT scan 6 10.3%

Median prescribed total dose 28Gy Range 24–60 Gy

Median fractions 3 Range 1–10

Median dose inhomogeneity 80% Range 65–100%

Median EQD2 (α/β = 10) 68.8Gy Range 40.0–93.4 Gy

Median BED (α/β = 10) 81.6Gy Range 45–112.5 Gy

BED (α/β = 10) >100Gy 25 43.1%

PTV volume median

36.6mL

Range 3.8–311.0

mL

Result in first follow-up

Complete remission 1 1.7%

Partial remission 21 36.2%

Stable disease 34 58.6%

Progressive disease 2 3.4%

Toxicity CTC I◦ 9 15.5%

Toxicity CTC II◦ 1 1.7%

BED, biologically effective dose; CTC, Common Terminology Criteria; PTV, planning target

volume; SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy.

total, 16 patients (34.8%; Table 2) had metastases in more than
one organ. Within 4 weeks prior to SBRT, 27 patients (58.7%)
received endocrine therapy, nine patients (19.5%) received
anti-Her2/neu treatment and eight patients (17.4%) received
chemotherapy (taxan n = 3; vinca alkaloid n = 2; capecitabine,
pegylated liposomal doxorubicin, carboplatin/gemcitabine, each
n = 1). Within 4 weeks after SBRT, 26 patients (56.5%)
received endocrine therapy, nine patients (19.5%) received
anti-Her2/neu treatment and seven patients (15.2%) received
chemotherapy (vinca alkaloid n = 3; capecitabine, pegylated
liposomal doxorubicin, carboplatin/gemcitabine, carboplatin,
each n = 1). No significant difference in terms of acute toxicity
was found in patients, who had received chemotherapy prior to
or after SBRT (p = 0.823). Table 3 describes details of the SBRT
treatment and toxicities. Median prescribed total dose was 28Gy
(range 24–60) applied in a median of three fractions (range 1–
10) resulting in a median biologically effective dose of 81.6Gy
(range 45.0–112.5Gy). Overall response rate was 96.6%, with
two progressive SBRT lesions (3.4%) in the first follow-up. Nine
(15.5%) grade I◦ toxicities were documented after first follow-up,
namely pneumonitis (n= 4), reflux esophagitis, abdominal pain,
nausea, fatigue and liver edema (each n = 1). One (1.7%) grade
II◦ pneumonitis was described. No grade III◦ or higher toxicities
were reported. Toxicity as well as LC, DC, PFS, and OS were
not significantly different before the year 2012, when single dose
SBRT was used (p > 0.05).

Median clinical follow-up was 21 months (range 2.4–93.0).
During the analyzed period from 01/2002 to 07/2019, the
majority of patient (58.6%) was treated recently, beginning in the
year 2017 (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1 | Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) courses per year.

Local Control
Four out of 58 lesions (6.9%) recurred during follow-up period
with 1 and 2 year LC of 92.2% and 88.5% (Figure 2A). Univariate
analysis (Table 4) revealed Karnofsky Performance Score (KPS)
(HR= 0.840, CI [0.721; 0.977], p= 0.024) and estrogen receptor
positivity (HR = 0.098, CI [0.010; 0.946], p = 0.045; Figure 3A)
as positive prognostic factors, whereas OPD was associated with
worse local control (HR= 11.234, CI [1.159; 108.877], p= 0.037;
Figure 3B) as well as chemotherapy 4 weeks before or after SBRT
(HR= 14.149, CI [1.461;137.050], p= 0.022). After adjusting for
potential confounding variables on multivariate analysis, none of
the aforementioned variables stayed significant (Table 5).

Distant Control
Twenty out of 46 patients (43.5%) were diagnosed with
progression distant to the SBRT lesion during follow-up. One
and 2 year DC rates were 68.6% and 43.9% (Figure 2B). KPS
(HR = 0.932, CI [0.884; 0.990], p = 0.020) and bone metastases
as the SBRT treating site (HR = 0.225, CI [0.065; 0.775], p =

0.018; Figure 3C) appeared to be significant favorable prognostic
factors in univariate analysis (Table 4), with the overall number
of one metastasis at borderline significance level (HR = 0.371,
CI [0.134; 1.025], p = 0.056). Patients with higher KPS (HR =

0.918, CI [0.850; 0.992], p = 0.030) and a solitary metastasis
(HR = 0.186, CI [0.055; 0.626], p = 0.007; Figure 3D) were
at significantly lower risk of developing distant progression in
multivariate analysis (Table 5).

Progression Free Survival
During follow-up, 28 progressions or deaths occurred (60.9%).
One and 2 year PFS rates were 54.3 and 16.6% (Figure 2C). KPS
(HR = 0.932, CI [0.888; 0.977], p = 0.004), estrogen receptor
positivity (HR = 0.449, CI [0.204; 0.985], p = 0.046) and bone
metastases as SBRT lesions (HR = 0.172, CI [0.051; 0.573], p =

0.004) were shown to be positive prognostic factors in univariate
analysis, with single metastasis at borderline significance level
(HR = 0.491, CI [0.219; 1.101], p = 0.084) and a higher BED as
a significant unfavorable factor (HR = 1.019, CI [1.001; 1.036], p
= 0.035). In multivariate analysis, only bone metastases as SBRT
target (HR = 0.022, CI [0.001; 0.351, p = 0.007; Figure 4A) and
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FIGURE 2 | Kaplan-Meier curves; Local control (A), distant control (B), progression free survival (C), and overall survival (D).

TABLE 4 | Univariate analysis of prognostic factors influencing LC, DC, PFS, and OS.

LC DC PFS OS

Factors HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p

Age above 55 years 0.358 [0.000; 80.068] 0.358 2.370 [0.962; 5.840] 0.061 1.803 [0.823; 3.949] 0.141 2.618 [1.030; 6.653] 0.043

Karnofsky Performance Score 0.840 [0.721; 0.977] 0.024 0.932 [0.884; 0.990] 0.020 0.932 [0.888; 0.977] 0.004 0.962 [0.910; 1.017] 0.170

Estrogen receptor positive 0.098 [0.010; 0.946] 0.045 0.384 [0.140; 1.049] 0.062 0.449 [0.204; 0.985] 0.046 0.587 [0.242; 1.426] 0.239

Her2/neu receptor rich 3.812 [0.533; 27.256] 0.182 1.969 [0.669; 5.798] 0.219 1.878 [0.669; 5.274] 0.232 0.158 [0.020; 1.270] 0.083

Grading G3 1.294 [1.204; 11.623] 0.872 1.556 [0.580; 4.173] 0.380 1.775 [0.757; 4.163] 0.187 3.751 [1.169; 12.044] 0.026

SBRT target = bone metastasis 0.019 [0.000; 66.083] 0.341 0.225 [0.065; 0.775] 0.018 0.172 [0.051; 0.573] 0.004 0.117 [0.015; 0.886] 0.038

Number of metastases=1 0.019 [0.000; 71.124] 0.347 0.371 [0.134; 1.025] 0.056 0.491 [0.219; 1.101] 0.084 0.916 [0.378; 2.223] 0.847

Oligoprogressive disease 11.234 [1.159; 108.877] 0.037 1.644 [0.656; 4.118] 0.289 1.806 [0.813; 4.011] 0.146 1.834 [0.753; 4.467] 0.182

BED (α/β = 10) 1.010 [0.971; 1.049] 0.630 1.076 [0.997; 1.035] 0.109 1.019 [1.001; 1.036] 0.035 1.025 [1.000; 1.051] 0.046

PTV volume at least 37mL 1.618 [0.226; 11.590] 0.887 0.392 [0.572; 3.383] 0.466 1.583 [0.724; 3.460] 0.250 3.199 [1.157; 8.847] 0.025

Chemotherapy within 4 weeks

before or after SBRT

14.149 [1.461; 137.050] 0.022 1.534 [0.553;4.252] 0.411 1.625 [0.679;3.883] 0.275 0.644 [0.214; 1.941] 0.434

BED, biologically effective dose; CI, confidence interval; DC, distant control; HR, hazard ratio; LC, local control; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression free survival; PTV, planning target

volume; SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy. The variables BED (α/β = 10) and Karnofsky Performance Score were continuous variables, all other were analyzed as categorical

variables. For Her2/neu receptor rich, data was missing for 7 patients and 5 patients had missing data on Grading G3. Bold and italic values indicate p < 0.1. Bold, italic, and underlined

values indicate p < 0.05.

a solitary metastasis (HR = 0.363, CI [0.152; 0.863], p = 0.022;
Figure 4B) remained as significant favorable factors (Table 5).

Overall Survival
Twenty-two patients (47.8%) died during follow-up time. One
and 2 year OS were 85.4 and 62.1% (Figure 2D). Univariate
analysis revealed age over 55 years (HR = 2.618, CI [1.030;

6.653], p = 0.043), tumor grading G3 (HR = 3.751, CI [1.169;
12.044], p = 0.026; Figure 4C), higher BED (HR = 1.025, CI

[1.000; 1.051], p= 0.046), and PTV volume≥37mL (HR= 3.199,
CI [1.157; 8.847], p = 0.025) as significant unfavorable factors
influencing OS. Bony lesions as SBRT target was identified a
favorable prognostic factor (HR = 0.117, CI [0.015; 0.886], p =

0.038; Figure 4D). In multivariate analysis, only age over 55 years
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FIGURE 3 | Kaplan-Meier curves; local control depending on estrogen receptor positivity (A; p = 0.045) and oligoprogressive disease (B; p = 0.037); distant control

depending on the irradiation site (C; p = 0.018) and present metastases (D; p = 0.056).

TABLE 5 | Multivariate analysis of prognostic factors influencing LC, DC, PFS, and OS.

LC DC PFS OS

Factors HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p HR 95%-CI p

Age above 55 years 2.627 [0.970; 7.118] 0.057 5.788 [1.077; 31.119] 0.041

Karnofsky Performance Score 0.985 [0.774; 1.253] 0.900 0.918 [0.850; 0.992] 0.030 0.950 [0.891; 1.012] 0.112

Estrogen receptor positive 0.198 [0.009; 4.308] 0.303 1.838 [0.524; 6.440] 0.342 2.005 [0.688; 5.848] 0.203

Her2/neu receptor rich 1.090 [0.096; 12.437] 0.944

Grading G3 1.321 [0.328; 5.320] 0.695

SBRT target = bone metastasis 0.272 [0.072; 1.030] 0.055 0.022 [0.001; 0.351] 0.007 0.849 [0.057; 12.585] 0.905

Number of metastases = 1 0.186 [0.055; 0.626] 0.007 0.363 [0.152; 0.863] 0.022

Oligoprogressive disease 3.044 [0.210; 44.028] 0.414

BED (α/β = 10) 0.965 [0.923; 1.008] 0.112 1.023 [0.966; 1.083] 0.438

PTV volume at least 37mL 3.493 [0.846; 14.425] 0.084

Chemotherapy within 4 weeks

before or after SBRT

6.904 [0.377; 126.476] 0.193

BED, biologically effective dose; CI, confidence interval; DC, distant control; HR: hazard ratio; LC, local control; OS, overall survival; PFS, progression free survival; PTV, planning target

volume; SBRT, stereotactic body radiotherapy. The variables BED (α/β = 10) and Karnofsky Performance Score were continuous variables, all other were analyzed as categorical

variables. For Her2/neu receptor rich, data was missing for 7 patients and 5 patients had missing data on Grading G3. Bold and italic values indicate p < 0.1. Bold, italic, and underlined

values indicate p < 0.05.
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FIGURE 4 | Kaplan-Meier curves; progression free survival depending on the irradiation site (A; p = 0.004) and present metastases (B; p = 0.084); overall survival

depending on tumor grading (C; p = 0.026) and on irradiation site (D; p = 0.038).

stayed significant (HR = 5.788, CI [1.077; 31.119], p = 0.041;
Table 5).

DISCUSSION

In this retrospective study consisting of 46 patients who
received ablative SBRT for their 58 extracranial metastases,
we sought to describe outcome patterns in comparison to
the resulting toxicity and searched for prognostic factors.
Our findings resemble the statement concluded in a review
by Dorota Kwapisz, that the ideal patients for SBRT in
oligometastatic or oligoprogressive breast cancer are young,
have a good performance status and a low tumor burden (28)
(Tables 4, 5).

In our study, the dominant failure pattern was distant, with
1 and 2 year LC of 92 and 89% vs. DC of 69 and 44%. Table 6
illustrates the most important further studies analyzing SBRT
in the treatment of OMD patients. LC at 2 years was shown
to be excellent in our study (89%) and comparable to other
studies (88–100%; Table 6) (3, 5, 19, 20, 29, 30). In our study,
patients with OPD or chemotherapy within 4 weeks before or
after SBRT, had significantly less local control rates (Table 4;
Figure 3B). This fact has already been described for lung cancer
patients treated with SBRT, who showed inferior LC if they had

received systemic therapy before (31). This may be due to the
changes in tumor biology through systemic treatment, selecting
resistant clones (15). Patients with previous systemic therapies
might require higher doses to overcome this effect. Furthermore,
prior chemotherapy as a negative prognostic factor for local
control has also been reported in a large cohort of patients
treated with hepatic SBRT (n = 452 lesions) (32). Interestingly,
56 breast cancer patients were included in the cohort and also
showed inferior LC after the admission of prior chemotherapy.
In our study, DC at 2 years (44%) was comparable to the only
other study (50%) that analyzed this outcome factor (29). Yet, 2
year PFS and OS in our study were rather low (17% and 62%).
This might be due to the fact, that 30% patients had OPD and
therefore were more likely to show further disease progression
shortly after SBRT. On the other hand, the rather low PFS and OS
could also be explained by the high proportion of lung and liver
metastases (66%) and consequently lower proportion of bone
metastases (33%). Bone metastases are, in contrast to lung and
liver metastases, a positive prognostic factor for OS (4), which
was also shown in our study (Table 4). Moreover, PFS and OS
at 2 years were highest in the study population by David et al.
with bone only metastases (65 and 100%) (30) and lowest in the
study population by Onal et al. with liver only metastases (8 and
57%) (5).
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TABLE 6 | Prospective and retrospective studies investigating ablative, stereotactic radiotherapy for oligometastastic breast cancer.

Patients, design,

characteristics

Treated lesions Gy @ isodose Significant

prognostic factors

in multivariate

analysis

CTC toxicity 2 y. LC 2 y. DC 2 y. PFS 2 y. OS

Milano et al. (29) n = 40; ≤5 mets;

KPS ≥70

Prospective pilot

study

OMD: 100%

n = 85

17% bone

22% lung

39% liver

18% lymph node

10 × 5 @ 80%* Negative: GTV

(patient LC)

III◦: n = 1

pleural/peri-

cardial effusion

≥IV◦: 0%*

80% (4 y.) 50% 44% 76%

Yoo et al. (19) n = 50; ≤5 mets

retrospective

OMD: 100%

n = n/a

100% bone

“median dose 30Gy

(range 20–60)”

Positive: hormone

receptor positivity

(OS) and single bone

metastasis (OS)

n/a 70% (3 y.) n/a n/a 85%

Scorsetti et al.

(20)

n = 33; ≤5mets

(lung/liver); ECOG

≤2 observational

study

OMD: 100%

n = 43

100% lung

or liver

3 × 18.75–25Gy @

95%

4 × 12 Gy@ 95%

None I–II◦: 18%

≥III◦: 0%

90% n/a 27% 66%

Onal et al. (5) n = 22; ≤5

mets retrospective

OMD: 100%

n = 29

100% liver

3 × 18Gy @ 90% None III◦: n = 2 (rib

fracture,

duodenal

ulcer)

≥IV◦: 0%

88% n/a 8% 57%

Trovo et al. (3) n = 54; ≤5 mets;

ECOG ≤1;

prospective,

multicenter phase II

trial

FDG-PET/CT

staging

OMD: 100%

n = 92

66% bone

25% lymph node

5% liver

4%lung

3 × 10–15Gy

(isodose n/a)

25 × 2,4Gy IMRT

None II◦: n = 2

(pain/fatigue)

≥III◦: 0%

97% n/a 53% 95%

David (30) n = 15; ≤3 bone

only mets; ECOG

≤2

prospective

Na-18-F-PET/CT

staging

OMD: 100%

n = 19

100% bone

1 × 20Gy @ 80% Not tested I◦: 67%

II◦: 27%

≥III◦: 0%

100% n/a 65% 100%

Weykamp et al.

(present study)

n = 46; KPS ≥70

retrospective

OMD: 70% (≤3

mets)

OPD: 30% (1

met progressive)

n = 58

bone 33%

lung 33%

liver 33%

adrenal 1%

1 × 24–30 @

90–95%

3 × 15–18 @ 65%

8 × 7.5 @ 80%

10 × 5 @ 90%

(bone: 1 × 24 @

80% or 3 × 9

@ 80%)

Positive: overall

present mets ≤ 1

(DC; PFS), KPS

(DC); bone

metastasis as SBRT

target (PFS)

Age ≥55 (OS)

I◦: 16%

II◦: 2%

≥III◦: 0%

89% 44% 17% 62%

*not mentioned in the cited paper, “10 × 5 Gy” was obtained from a different citation investigating additional other primary tumors (14).

CTC, Common Terminology Criteria; DC, distant control; ECOG, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Performance Status; FDG, fluoro-deoxy-glucose; Gy, Gray; LC, local control; Mets,

metastases; n/a, not available; Na-18-F, natriumfluoride-18; OMD, oligometastatic disease; OPD, oligoprogressive disease; OS, overall survival; PET, positron emission tomography;

PFS, progression free survival; y, years.

Significant positive prognostic factors for PFS in multivariate
analysis were overall number of metastases (n = 1) and bone
metastases as the SBRT target (Table 5; Figures 4A,B), the latter
was already shown by Yoo et al. (19). Furthermore, patients
with one metastastic lesion were already reported to have a
more favorable outcome (29). A higher BED as a prognostic
factor for superior OS has been described by Hong et al. (33)
in 361 patients (16% breast cancer) treated with SBRT for their
oligometastases. Surprisingly, in our study, univariate analysis

described a higher BED as a negative prognostic factor for
PFS and OS (Table 4). This is probably caused by the fact
that bone metastases had a better outcome with less radiation
dose. Accordingly, BED did not remain a significant factor in
multivariate analysis.

Furthermore, patients who received SBRT for their bone
metastases showed a significantly longer OS in our univariate
analysis. However, this did not persist in multivariate analysis,
after adjusting for age. As Milano et al. had described before,
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breast cancer patients with bone metastases are more likely to
be of young age (4). A PTV volume of at least 37mL was a
negative prognostic factor for OS in univariate analysis, which
might reflect a higher tumor burden. Similar results were shown
by Milano et al. describing a higher GTV negatively influencing
LC (Table 6) (29). As expected, tumor grading G3 had a negative
impact on OS in univariate analysis (Table 4), reflecting a more
aggressive disease.

Interestingly, the KPS was a significant positive prognostic
factor for LC, DC and PFS (Table 4) and stayed significant for
DC in multivariate analysis (Table 5). The above mentioned
two prospective studies on SBRT for oligometastatic breast
cancer by Milano et al. and David et al. used a certain
performance index threshold for inclusion into the respective
study (29, 30). Similarly, our cohort consists of patients with
a relatively high KPS, with a median of 90% and a range
of 70–100%.

Recently, Murano et al. reported that SBRT in oligometastatic
breast cancer patients resulted in an increase or even new
appearance of polyfunctional CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells against
breast cancer antigens (34). Since SBRT is thought to promote
immunogenic cell death, it may also lead to a treatment benefit
not only in local control of the irradiated lesion, but also in
distant control (35, 36). This might be caused by the so called
“abscopal effect,” which describes a “response at a distance from
the irradiated volume” (37). However, breast cancer is so far
not considered a typical immunogenic cancer (38). Nonetheless,
especially triple negative or Her2/neu rich breast cancer seems
to show a high proportion of tumor infiltrating immune cells
(39, 40). Results of a recently published Phase-III trial could
show a prolonged disease free survival in metastasized breast
cancer patients when adding Atezolizumab to Nab-Paclitaxel
chemotherapy (41). SBRT is thought to be less affected by a
high mutation load, which leads to the interesting concept to use
SBRT to postpone a change of systemic therapy (15). For patients
with oligoprogressive lung, renal cell or prostate cancer, several
recent studies have already investigated the role of additional
local treatment to the progressive lesions (31, 42–44). To date,
there has been no dedicated study published for breast cancer
patients with OPD which goes beyond the plane description of
the progression pattern (45).

To our knowledge, our study is the first in the field to also
include and analyze oligoprogressive patients with widespread
metastatic disease. Patients with OMD had a maximum of
three present metastases, compared to a maximum of one
progressive lesion in patients with OPD, pointing toward a more
cautious and stricter definition of limited metastatic disease
in case of oligoprogressive disease. Patients with OPD showed
an inferior, yet satisfying local control after SBRT, which may
be due to a higher mutation burden in these patients. A
dose escalation concept could be investigated to overcome this
suspected higher radioresistance. Interestingly, DC, PFS and OS
were not significantly different in OPD patients, which would
have been expected otherwise due to their worse prognosis
from the outset (45). Moreover, though nearly a third of
our study population consists of OPD patients, outcome was

still comparable to other studies in the field only including
oligometasatic breast cancer patients (Table 6). Consequently,
SBRT should also be investigated in OPD patients in further
studies. In future, SBRT for a few progressive metastases in
widespread metastastic disease could help to postpone a change
in systemic therapy and hence help to change a fatal cancer state
into a chronic disease.

The main limitation of this study is its retrospective design.
Unlike other, prospective studies, patients did not receive fluoro-
deoxy-glucose (FDG) positron emission tomography (PET) or
natirumfluoride-18 (Na-18-F) PET scan as initial staging (3, 30).
Hence, those patients with less favorable outcome in our study
might have had more metastases than detected during contrast
enhanced CT scan staging.

The above mentioned survey of Canadian medical oncologists
revealed a high proportion of doubt considering SBRT for
oligometastastic breast cancer (18). Studies investigating high
dose chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer were mainly
conducted when Weichselbaum and Hellman developed their
theory of OMD in the 1990s (1, 46). Compared to standard
dose chemotherapy, little benefit could be achieved with this
approach, at the cost of higher toxicity (46). These experiences
may have led to the perception, that therapy escalation for
(oligo)metastatic breast cancer patients in general is rather
harmful. A certain amount of skepticism due to the lack of
phase III studies for SBRT in oligometastatic breast cancer is
understandable. Moreover, the SABR-COMET trial, which can
be considered one of the most important studies addressing the
concept of ablative therapies in OMD in general, revealed a risk
of CTC V◦ toxicities (4.5%; each n = 1 radiation pneumonitis,
pulmonary abscess and subdural hemorrhage after surgery due
to the SBRT). To our best knowledge, no grade IV or higher
toxicity was described in the aforementioned studies on SBRT
in breast cancer patients with OMD (Table 6), with only very
few grade III toxicities. In consistence with other studies in the
field, our study demonstrates SBRT as a well-tolerated ablative
therapy. The growing acceptance of OMD and even OPD as a
disease concept is reflected by our recently increasing treatment
sessions (Figure 1).

Based on the promising results of the SABR-COMET trial,
future prospective studies need to focus on OMD and OPD
in breast cancer to evaluate the benefit of SBRT added to
systemic treatment. The German OLIGOMA study will address
this particular topic in near future and includes breast cancer
patients with up to five metastases (47). The NRG BR002
study was commenced in 2016 and investigates additional SBRT
or surgery in breast cancer patients with OMD compared to
standard therapy alone (48). Nonetheless, robust data on the
expected benefit of local ablative therapy in breast cancer patients
with OMD and OPD will take years to be available. Until
then, SBRT in oligometastastic or oligoprogressive breast cancer
patients should be strongly considered as a highly effective
treatment option to eradicate local metastases with only mildest
toxicity. As shown in our retrospective study with an equal
proportion of the three most common metastatic organs (bone,
liver, and lung), SBRT provides excellent local control and is
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safe outside a clinical trial. Moreover, in times of more and
more expensive systemic therapy options, SBRT offers a cost
effective treatment approach compared to other local ablative
treatments (49–51).

CONCLUSION

Extracranial SBRT in breast cancer patients with OMD or OPD is
well-tolerated with excellent LC. The ideal patient is of young age,
has only one metastasis and reaches an excellent performance
score. The increase in utilization since 2017 points toward a
growing acceptance of SBRT for OMD and OPD in breast cancer.
Future trials are highly needed to consolidate the role of local
ablative treatment in both oligometastatic and oligoprogressive
breast cancer patients.
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Adding a boost to whole breast radiation (WBI) following breast-conserving surgery (BCS)

may help improve local control, but it increases the total cost of treatment and may

worsen cosmetic outcomes. Therefore, it is reserved for patients whose potential benefit

outweighs the risks; however, current evidence is insufficient to support comprehensive

and consistent guidance on how to identify these patients, leading to a potential for

significant variations in practice. The use of a boost in the setting of close margins

and hypofractionated radiotherapy represents two important areas where consensus

guidelines, patterns of practice, and current evidence do not seem to converge. Close

margins were previously routinely re-excised, but this is no longer felt to be necessary.

Because of this recent practice change, good long-term data on the local recurrence risk

of close margins with or without a boost is lacking. As for hypofractionation, although

there is guidance recommending that the decision to add a boost be independent from

the whole-breast fractionation schedule, it appears that patterns-of-practice data may

show underutilization of a boost when hypofractionation is used. The use of a boost in

these two common clinical scenarios represents important areas of future study for the

optimization of adjuvant breast radiation.

Keywords: boost radiation, hypofractionated, close margins, radiation therapy (radiotherapy), breast cancer,

breast malignancy, breast carcinoma (BC)

BACKGROUND

A considerable proportion of patients with early-stage breast cancer are treated with breast-
conserving surgery (BCS) followed by whole breast radiation (WBI). In this group, an additional
dose of radiation—a boost—can be delivered in order to reduce the risk of local recurrence (1–
8). There is variation of boost dose, planning technique, radiation modality, and sequence, but in
general, in addition toWBI, a few additional fractions of radiation are delivered to the lumpectomy
site (including postoperative seroma and surgical clips) in addition to a margin, using various
radiation modalities including photon or electron beams (9).

However, studies have shown that the higher radiation dose associated with the addition of
a boost may lead to worse cosmetic outcomes (10–12). In a recent Cochrane review, adding
a boost led to worse cosmesis when scored by a review panel (OR 1.41, 95% CI 1.07–1.85),
but no difference in cosmetic outcomes when scored by a physician (OR 1.58, 0.93–2.69) (10).
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Immink et al. (11) assessed long-term cosmetic outcomes of 348
patients enrolled in the European Organization for Research and
Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) boost vs. no boost trial. At 3
years, there was no significant difference between the patients
that received a boost and those who did not; however, over
longer-term follow-up it became clear that addition of a boost
increased the degree of fibrosis (11). Another, larger analysis that
included over 3,000 patients from this same trial found similar
results (12). Specifically, they found that after a 10-year follow-
up, the addition of a boost led to increased rates of moderate
or severe fibrosis (12). In an older study that included just
over 100 patients, addition of a boost was linked to other long-
term side effects such as telangiectasis and depigmentation (13).
Beyond cosmetic outcomes, use of a boost adds to the cost of
radiation therapy. Lanni et al. (14) estimated that the cost of
WBI was US$11,725 using opposed tangents and US$20,637 with
3D-CRT/IMRT. With the addition of a boost, this increased to
$13,829 and $22,130, respectively (14).

Therefore, radiation boost should be reserved for patients
whose potential benefit from additional radiation outweighs the
risks and justifies the additional costs. Younger patients have
consistently been shown to be at higher risk for local recurrence,
with age acting as an independent risk factor (1–3, 5, 7, 15).
Given this, they would be expected to benefit more from a
boost, and this is what the EORTC boost vs. no boost trial
demonstrated. In this study, following whole breast radiation
(50 Gy/25 fractions), patients were randomized to receive a
boost of 16Gy to the tumor bed or no boost (1). In younger
patients, the addition of a boost translated into a significantly
higher absolute risk reduction in comparison to older patient
groups (1). For patients≤40 and 41–50 years of age, the absolute
reduction in risk of local recurrence was 11.6 and 5.9%, as
compared to 2.9 and 3.0% for patients 51–60 and >60 years of
age, respectively (1). As far as side effect profile is concerned,
rates of fibrosis were higher in the boost group for all age
groups except for patients ≤40 (1). Hazard ratios for fibrosis
by age group were 1.02 (99% CI 0.17–6.22, p = 0.98), 3.51
(1.16–10.55, p < 0.003), 3.15 (1.49–6.65, p < 0.001), and 2.55
(1.24–5.27, p < 0.001) for patients age ≤40, 41–50, 51–60,
and > 60.

The benefit of boost in younger patients is appropriately
reflected in the pattern-of-practice data, where age exerts
a strong influence on the decision to add a boost (16–
18), as well as in the guideline recommendations from
collaborative groups and national agencies (Table 1). Within
these guidelines, age is the most consistently cited factor,
with most using a cut-off of 50 years. However, beyond age,
other determinants of boost utilization such as tumor grade,
presence of lymphovascular invasion (LVI), hormone receptor
status, and presence of positive margins are not supported
by high-level evidence, creating the potential for variation in
recommendations and practice, as reflected in the available
guidelines (Table 1).

This reviewwill focus on two other important factors for boost
decision-making, namely, close surgical resection margin status
and fractionation schedule. We will review the available evidence
as well as the patterns-of-practice data surrounding each.

TABLE 1 | Summary of guidelines and expert recommendations on the

indications for adding boost radiation.

Organization Recommendations

ASTRO (American

Society for Radiation

Oncology)—(19)

Boost is recommended for:

• ≤50 years old

• 51–70 years old with high-grade tumor

• Positive margins

Omitting boost is recommended for:

• >70 years old with low or intermediate grade, hormone

positive tumor that was excised with a widely negative

margin (≥2mm)

Boost and fractionation schedule:

• Use of a boost should be independent of the whole

breast fractionation scheme.

GEC-ESTRO Breast

Cancer Working

Group—(20)

Boost may be omitted for:

• ≥50 years old with a ≤3-cm unicentric, unifocal tumor

with no nodal involvement that was resected with

a widely negative margin (≥2 mm), with no LVI or

no EIC (extensive intraductal component) and not

triple negative

Boost with dose escalation (above 16Gy EQD2) is

recommended for:

• ≤40 years old with close margins, EIC or triple negative

disease

• Positive margins

Boost with or without dose escalation is recommended

for:

• ≤40 years old and do not meet criteria for boost with

dose escalation

• 40–50 years old

• >50 years old with any of the following risk factors

(close margins, tumor >3 cm, extensive intraductal

component, LVI, node involvement, multicentric or

multifocal disease, triple negative disease, or residual

disease after neoadjuvant chemotherapy)

Consensus from 15th

St. Gallen Expert

Conference, ESMO (21)

Boost may be omitted for:

• >60 years old with low-grade tumor and/or favorable

tumor biology who will be receiving adjuvant

endocrine therapy.

ESMO (European

Society for Medical

Oncology)—(22)

Boost is recommended for:

• <50 years old

• Grade 3

• Extensive DCIS

• LVI

• Focally positive margin

SSO-ASTRO

Consensus Guideline

(23)

Boost is not necessarily recommended for:

• Close margins. More specifically, use of a boost

should be based on “a priori estimation of IBTR

[ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence] risk and should

not be determined, in isolation, by the width of the

surgical margin”

National

comprehensive cancer

Boost is recommended for:

• Patient at higher risk of recurrence

network (NCCN)—(24) Boost with consideration of dose escalation is

recommended for:

• Microscopically focally positive margins, in the

absence of EIC

MARGIN STATUS, CLOSE

Surgical margin is the width of non-cancerous tissue surrounding
the tumor when resected, with a general concern that a narrow
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(close) but negative margin might correlate with increased risk
of recurrence. The exact definition of close margins for breast
cancer resected with BCS has been variable; however, the most
commonly used definition for close margins in invasive breast
cancer is <2 mm (25).

Management of patients with close margins in invasive breast
cancer has undergone a recent shift in practice. Previously, re-
excision was recommended for both close and positive margins;
however, recent evidence has demonstrated that once there is no
“tumor on ink,” increasing the margin width does not correlate
with reduction in local recurrence, and therefore, consensus
practice has moved to reserving re-excision for positive margins
only (5, 25–27).

In light of this, guidelines by Society of Surgical Oncology—
American Society for Radiation Oncology (SSO-ASTRO)
recommended that the decision to deliver a boost be based on
overall assessment of the risk of local recurrence and that the
width of margins is not, in and of itself, an indication for a boost
(23). To date, there is no new evidence since the SSO-ASTRO
recommendations in 2014 that convincingly suggests that width
of negative margins should dictate the decision to add a boost
when treating invasive breast cancer.

Looking closer at the available literature, a meta-analysis by
Houssami et al. (27) which investigated the effect of margin
status and width on cancer outcomes found that after addressing
differing rates of boost as a possible confounder, the width of
the negative margin did not significantly affect local control (p
= 0.86). This analysis included 33 separate studies reporting on
a combined 32,363 patients (27). Comparable results were found
in a recent analysis by Vrieling et al. of the EORTC boost vs. no
boost trial (28). For inclusion in this trial patients were required
to have a negative margin (i.e., no tumor on ink) as assessed by
a local pathologist. However, 1,616 patients, or 30% of the study
population, then underwent a central pathology review which re-
assessed margin status (28, 29). In Vrieling et al. (28), margins
confirmed as negative on pathology review were divided by width
of the negative margin (≤5, 3–4, or ≤2mm). The rate of boost
in each margin category was roughly similar, with a boost used
in 52% (497/950), 49% (91/187), and 48% (146/306), for ≥5, 3–
4, and ≤2-mm (28). Over a median follow-up of 18.2 years the
rate of local relapse as first event was 10% (95/950), 11% (20/187),
and 9% (29/306) for ≤5, 3–4, and ≤2mm (28). These rates were
not significantly different with a hazard ratio for local relapse
by margin statuses of 1 (reference), 1.10 (95% CI 0.68–1.78),
and 0.97 (0.64–1.47), for ≥5, 3–4, and ≤2mm (28). Here, each
group received a boost at similar frequencies and demonstrated
similar rates of local recurrence over long-term follow-up, which
supports the idea that the use of a boost is not a confounding
factor in the excellent local control rates seen in close margin
resections that do not undergo re-excision and that therefore
close margins are not an indication for a boost.

The data fromVrieling et al. (28) also showed that the addition
of a boost provided a similar reduction in risk of local recurrence
for negative margin widths of ≥5 vs. 3–4mm or ≤2mm (p =

0.63). However, in an earlier analysis of the same data, Jones
et al. (29) found that addition of a boost significantly reduced

local recurrence in patients with negative margins >2mm (HR
0.47, p = 0.0004), but not for patients with negative margins
<2mm or positive margins (p = 0.65). This study grouped <2-
mm and positive margins together; however, there were relatively
few patients with positive margins (29). Nevertheless, this may
offer an explanation for the difference between Vrieling et al. (28)
and Jones et al. (29). Additionally, Jones et al. (29) had a shorter
median follow-up time of 10 years and it is possible that, with
the shorter follow-up time, the effect of boost could not reach
statistical significance for the<2-mm and positive margin group,
which was roughly 4-fold smaller than the >2-mm group.

Next, turning to patterns-of-practice, the available data is
somewhat limited. Ceilley et al. (30) surveyed 1,137 physicians
and found that, among active physicians of ASTRO and ESTRO,
there was a significantly increased likelihood to add a boost for
close margins. Among the 702 American physicians surveyed,
85% gave a boost in patients with negative margins compared to
98% for patients with close margins (p < 0.001) (30). Data from
European physicians was similar with 75% giving a boost in cases
of negative margins vs. 94% for close margins (30). However,
this survey data was collected in 2002, which is prior to the
shift away from re-excision for close margins (30). Looking at
more recent studies, Nguyen et al. (17) surveyed 388 radiation
oncologists in Australia and New Zealand, receiving responses
from 156 of them. They found significant division in opinion
around close margins as an indication for a boost. 35.2% felt
that a margin <2mm was an absolute indication for a boost,
38.7% felt it was a relative indication, and 26.1% felt it was not
an indication (17). Although limited, available data does suggest
that significant variations in practice exist with regards to a boost
for close margins.

FRACTIONATION SCHEDULE

The most recent ASTRO consensus guidelines support the use of
hypofractionated whole breast radiation (40 Gy/15 fractions or
42.5 Gy/16 fractions) for the vastmajority of patients. Specifically,
they support its use for any age group, in combination with
any chemotherapy regimen, and for patients with any stage of
disease, provided that they do not require coverage of regional
lymph nodes (19). However, pattern-of-practice studies show
an interesting trend toward far lower rates of boost utilization
when using hypofractionation vs. conventional fractionation.
Stokes et al. (16) analyzed patterns of practice for patients
with early-stage breast cancer treated between 2004 and 2014
using the US National Cancer Database (NCDB), identifying a
total of 423,500 patients. They found that those managed with
hypofractionation received a boost significantly less frequently
(OR 0.15, 95% CI 0.15–0.16, p < 0.001). Another analysis of
the NCDB by Zhong et al. (18) which included 356,160 patients
showed similar results, with a boost being given in 88.9% of the
cases following conventional fractionation vs. 52.2% of the time
after hypofractionation (p < 0.001).

Looking at the evidence for addition of boost with
hypofractionation vs. conventional fractionation, there does
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not appear to be significant differences in clinical outcomes.
Addressing long-term cosmetic outcomes first, the addition of
a boost appears to lead to worse cosmetic results regardless of
fractionation schedule (31, 32). De Santis et al. (32) compared
toxicity outcomes following hypofractionated WBI with 42.4Gy
in 16 fractions with or without a boost and on univariant analysis
boost was a significant predictor of late toxicity (p < 0.001). This
is similar to the trend toward worse cosmetic outcomes with
addition of a boost within conventional fractionation (10–12).

More importantly, cosmetic outcomes are similar when
a boost is used in combination with hypofractionated vs.
conventional WBI (33–39). In their 120-patient study comparing
addition of a boost to conventional fractionation (50 Gy/25
fractions) vs. hypofractionation (42.5 Gy/16 fractions), De Felice
et al. (34) found no difference in long-term breast fibrosis.
Median follow-up in this study was 16 months (34). Similarly, in
their 287-patient study, Shaitelman et al. (36) found no difference
in any ≥ grade 2 or ≥ grade 3 toxicity, hyperpigmentation,
skin induration, dermatitis, telangiectasia, fibrosis, or breast
edema, at 6 months post-radiation with conventional WBI plus
boost vs. hypofractionated WBI plus boost. Furthermore, a
systematic review and meta-analysis by Valle et al. (39) found
no significant difference (RR 0.95, 95% CI 0.81–1.12) in the
rates of poor cosmetic outcomes between hypofractionation vs.
conventional fractionation.

Next, with regards to cancer control, conventional and
hypofractionation regiments have been shown to produce
similar outcomes (33). Within conventional fractionation, the
improved local control provided by a boost is well-documented
(40). However, there is insufficient data specifically assessing
the addition of a boost to hypofractionated WBI. From the
UK START trial, a post-hoc analysis showed that in patients
who received a boost, the rate of local–regional relapse
was not significantly different between those treated with
hypofractionated vs. conventional WBI (HR 0.99, 95% CI 0.76–
1.29) (41). This suggests that the boost effect was similar in both
dosing schedules. An older study by Romestaing et al. (8) using
an alternative dosing schedule of 50Gy in 20 fractions given
over 5 weeks also showed decreased local recurrence with the
addition of a boost. The dosing schedule used here is different
from both conventional and hypofractionation schedules used
today; however, it does support the assumption that a boost will
provide improved local control regardless of the whole breast
dosing schedule it is combined with.

Returning to the patterns-of-practice data, an important
caveat to interpreting the results previously discussed is that
patient characteristics may not have be similar between the
groups treated with hypofractionated vs. conventional radiation.
Using the same National Cancer Database (NCDB) as Stokes
et al. (16) and Zhong et al. (18), Hasan et al. (42) found
that hypofractionation was used more commonly in older
patients (2.6% age <40 vs. 19.5% age >80; RR 8.40, 95% CI
5.01–14.09), those with node-negative disease (9.8% pN0 vs.
3.3% pN1; RR 0.38, 0.36–0.40), smaller tumors (9.5% ≤2.0 cm
vs. 5.9% 2.1–5.0 cm; RR 0.78, 0.75–0.81), and lower-grade
cancers [10.9% Grade 1 vs. 9.1% Grade 2 (RR 0.87, 0.85–
0.90) vs. 5.8% Grade 3 (RR 0.79, 0.76–0.83)]. However, a

survey of 2,150 randomly selected members of the American
Society for Radiation Oncology suggests that the decision
to forgo boost may still be made solely on the basis of
WBI fractionation schedule. They reported that 94.4% of
physicians used a boost after conventional fractionation in more
than two thirds of their patients, compared to 14.4% after
hypofractionation (43). Moreover, 69.7% indicated never using a
boost after hypofractionation compared to 0% after conventional
fractionation (43). This variation in the use of a boost based
on fractionation schedule is in opposition to the most recent
guideline by ASTRO which recommends that the decision to add
a boost should be independent of the whole breast fractionation
scheme (19).

DISCUSSION

Addition of a boost is an established technique for improving
local control in higher-risk patients. However, improved local
control can come at the cost of worse cosmetic outcomes (1,
4, 6, 7, 10–12). There is a lack of consensus between published
guidelines on exactly which patients benefit from a boost,
and largely, the decision is left to the discretion of individual
physicians with or without the guidance of institutional policies
and guidelines.

Here we have discussed the differences between consensus
guidelines, patterns of practice, and current evidence
surrounding use of a boost with regards to close margins
and WBI fractionation. Due to the recent practice changes
around re-excision for close margins, there is not good long-
term data on the local recurrence of close margins with or
without a boost. The overall consensus of guidelines indicate that
close margins are not, by themselves, an absolute indication for
a boost; however, in at least some of the recent guidelines, they
do appear to be an important consideration in decision-making
(19, 20, 23). As to how this is being implemented in day-to-day
practice, this is unclear since our pattern-of-practice data is very
limited. However, it is easy to imagine that there is a strong
potential for practice variation.

In order tominimize these variations in guidance and practice,
we will eventually need more long-term data assessing local
recurrence with and without a boost for patients with close
margins preferably from prospective studies, also incorporating
our modern understanding of tumor biology, particularly as we
move into a time when closemargins are not routinely re-excised.
In the meantime, studies to understand the practice pattern for
boost utilization with close margins could offer insight into how
these patients are being managed.

With the current state of evidence, however, it is perhaps most
reasonable to follow the guidance in Moran et al. (23) and not to
use close margins as a sole indication for a boost, but to base the
decision on an overall assessment of the risk of local recurrence.
This unfortunately is somewhat vague. Moreover, the current
status of evidence leaves the possibility that close margins may
exert a more significant effect on the gestalt impression of risk
of recurrence than is truly warranted, especially since current
data suggests that patients with close margins have excellent
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local control rates similar to those with wide negative margins,
regardless of the use of a boost.

As for hypofractionation, although there is specific guidance
indicating that the addition of a boost be independent from the
whole breast fractionation schedule (19), it appears that patterns
of practice may not entirely follow consensus guidelines. Instead,
the data shows that a boost is used far less frequently in cases
of hypofractionation, at least at some jurisdictions. The reason
for lower utilization of a boost in hypofractionation could be
from concern about inferior cosmesis. However, the current
evidence shows similar toxicity profile and benefit for a boost
with conventional vs. hypofractionated WBI. Therefore, the

lower rates of boost utilization with hypofractionation represent
an area of potential future research focus to support practice.
Further studies specifically on the effect of adding a boost
to hypofractionation will help elucidate this issue, but it will

take years for relevant outcomes data to become available. In
the meantime, it seems most reasonable to make decisions on
addition of a boost independent from fractionation schedule.
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Current research in radiotherapy (RT) for breast cancer is evaluating neoadjuvant as

opposed to adjuvant partial breast irradiation (PBI) with the aim of reducing the volume

of breast tissue irradiated and therefore the risk of late treatment-related toxicity. The

development of magnetic resonance (MR)–guided RT, including dedicated MR-guided

RT systems [hybrid machines combining an MR scanner with a linear accelerator

(MR-linac) or 60Co sources], could potentially reduce the irradiated volume even further

by improving tumour visibility before and during each RT treatment. In this position paper,

we discuss MR guidance in relation to each step of the breast RT planning and treatment

pathway, focusing on the application of MR-guided RT to neoadjuvant PBI.

Keywords: breast cancer, neoadjuvant radiation therapy, partial breast irradiation, MR-guided radiotherapy, hybrid

machine, MR-linac, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

INTRODUCTION

The combination of a worldwide rising incidence of breast cancer together with decreasing
mortality following breast cancer treatment has resulted in increasing numbers of breast cancer
survivors living with late treatment-related toxicity (1–3). In recent decades, this has led to
prioritization of treatment de-escalation aiming to reduce treatment-related toxicity without
impeding survival (4). Studies comparing adjuvant whole breast irradiation (WBI) vs. adjuvant
partial breast irradiation (PBI) in women with lower-risk breast cancers have demonstrated that
PBI is as effective asWBI in terms of 5-years local recurrence rates and survival but with lower rates
of late patient-reported and clinician-reported toxicity (5–8). Nonetheless, late treatment-related
toxicity remains an issue in a significant proportion of patients (6, 8).
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With neoadjuvant PBI, smaller target volumes can be
irradiated compared to conventional adjuvant PBI, potentially
resulting in less radiotherapy (RT)–related toxicity and therefore
a higher quality of life (9–11). This is because, for neoadjuvant
PBI, the gross target volume (GTV) is tumour rather than
tumour bed, presenting a smaller, more easily definable target.
Furthermore, the breast tissue at risk of local relapse remains
in the closest possible proximity to the GTV, thereby reducing
uncertainty around location of the clinical target volume (CTV).
This is increasingly important in the current era of oncoplastic
surgery in which the tissue that was adjacent to the tumour, the
edge of which is usually marked by titanium surgical clips, may be
mobilized and placed at some distance from its original location
in order to ensure a good cosmetic result. This can lead to a larger
CTV in the adjuvant setting than would have been necessary in
the neoadjuvant setting. One problem with irradiating tumours
in the neoadjuvant setting using the current standard computed
tomography (CT)–based RT planning pathway, however, is that
primary breast cancers can be difficult to see on a standard
non–contrast-enhanced RT planning CT scan.

The development of magnetic resonance (MR)–guided RT
has greatly improved the possibilities for image-guided RT
and greater sparing of healthy tissue by providing excellent
soft tissue visualization. MR–guided RT can refer to treatment
on a conventional linear accelerator (linac) with the use of
additional imaging on an MR scanner to plan treatment or
to treatment on a hybrid machine. A hybrid machine is an
MR scanner combined with a linac (MR-linac, Unity Elekta
and MRIdian linac, ViewRay) or with 60Co sources (MRIdian,
ViewRay) (12–15). For breast cancer patients, MR-guided RT
is expected to be most beneficial in the neoadjuvant setting
treating in situ tumours, which can be more clearly visualized
on MR images than on CT, both at the time of RT planning
and during RT treatment. The latter would facilitate reduction
in setup error margins in both the neoadjuvant and adjuvant
setting. In addition, administering MR-guided RT on a hybrid
machine could reduce the radiation exposure associated with the
daily cone-beam CT (CBCT) required during treatment on a
conventional linac.

In this position paper, we discuss MR guidance in relation
to each step of the breast RT planning and treatment pathway
from simulation to contouring, to treatment planning, and then
delivery. We review what is already known, what is under
evaluation, and potential obstacles to clinical implementation,
highlighting where optimization of techniques and/or workflow
is still required (Table 1).

SIMULATION

Patient Setup
The main challenge for patient setup in treatment position
for breast RT in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner
or a hybrid machine is the limited MRI bore size (60–70 cm)
compared to the CT bore size of 80 to 90 cm (16–18). This limits
the size and inclination of a positioning device, as well as the
number of possible positions for patient setup.

For patients treated in supine position with arms raised above
their head, the elbow span in combination with an inclined
position can be problematic. A solution for this is to put the
arms closer together and/or to use either a wedge with smaller
inclination or no wedge at all. Placement of an anterior receiver
coil on a patient in supine position could lead to deformation of
the breast (19). However, coil bridges can be used as support for
the coil to prevent deformation (Figure 1) (9, 20–22).

In the prone position, the proportion of patients who can fit
into the MR scanner bore is limited by the space needed for
a pendulous breast to hang freely without touching the table
top in combination with the requirement to place an additional
receiver coil on the back of the patient (Figure 2). The additional
receiver coil is necessary as the full body contour is needed for
RT planning purposes, which is not a requirement for diagnostic
prone breast imaging.

Standard RT immobilization equipment may not necessarily
be MR-compatible, and standard MR equipment (e.g.,
the dedicated prone breast coil) is not designed for setup
reproducibility. Therefore, it is necessary to develop dedicated
RT immobilization equipment that is MR-compatible (i.e.,
non-conductive, low-density material). This equipment must
also fit inside the MR bore and leave room for the MR receiver
coils (e.g., flexible receiver coils in a prone breast board), while
not degrading image quality (17, 22). Because of the electron
stream effect (ESE), further discussed in Treatment Planning for
a Hybrid Machine, simulation should include the chin and upper
abdominal region.

Image Quality
For optimal quality of MR images, the receiver coil should
be placed close to the target volume. Therefore, a strategic
setup for the additional coils should be chosen, specific to the
selected patient position (e.g., supine or prone). Because RT
immobilization devices, such as the supine and prone breast
boards and coil bridges, increase the gap between the patient and
the receiver coils (i.e., the distance to the posterior coil located in
the scanner table and to the anterior coil on top of the patient),
it was initially thought that the positioning requirements for
breast cancer RT might have a negative impact on MR image
quality. However, multiple studies have reported good quality of
MR images for breast RT in both supine and prone treatment
positions acquired at 1.5- and 3.0-T MR scanners (19, 21, 22).

Another factor that might impair MR image quality is
organ motion, including respiratory and cardiac motion, during
scanning. Imaging in prone position has the advantage of
minimizing breast motion due to respiration and may also
minimize motion artefacts (19). Batumalai et al. (22) found
no significant effect of the breathing artefacts on image
quality in both prone and supine position by instructing their
volunteers to maintain shallow breathing and choosing a right–
left phase encoding direction in their MRI scans. Additionally,
to preventing the motion, artefact reduction (e.g., gating or
triggering) or motion correction (e.g., MR navigators) techniques
can be used to minimize motion effects on MRI scans. However,
it is important to realize how the anatomy relates to the breathing
state during RT (18). To prevent step-like displacements in
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TABLE 1 | Overview of challenges for the implementation of MR-guided radiotherapy on a hybrid machine for breast cancer patients.

Challenge Effect Potential solution

SIMULATION

Patient positioning inside the MR

bore

Prone: breast deformation on table

and fitting of receiver coil (Figure 2)

Development of a thinner coil or a dedicated MR-linac breast coil

Supine: difficulties fitting arms inside bore in standard RT

position

Use a minimal or no inclined wedge support, move arms closer

together above the head

Deformation of body contour by

receiver coil

Disturbed body contour Use coil bridges to support the coil (Figure 1)

Body contour visibility in prone

position

With dedicated prone breast coil, body contour and

OARs not visible further away from coil

Use an additional coil placed on top of the patient

Electron stream effect Irradiation dose outside the treatment field in an

inferior-to-superior direction (Figure 4)

Include chin, arm, and abdominal region in the simulation plan

Breathing and cardiac motion

during scanning

Motion artefacts Use a 3D sequence, signal averaging, and left–right phase

encoding in protocol design, or use triggering or breath-hold for

acquisition

CONTOURING

Surgical clip and/or marker

visualization on MRI

Magnetic field distortion and artefacts impeding

contouring of target volume (Figure 3)

1. Use or develop markers or clips with smaller artefacts

2. No marker insertion (only possible in the neoadjuvant setting if

no further surgery is required)

SIMULATION AND PLANNING

Geometric accuracy (gradient

nonlinearities) in combination with

lateral target volumes

Reduced geometric accuracy, increasing with distance

from isocenter

1. Use distortion correction software on scanner

2. Position target as close to scanner isocenter as possible (e.g.,

shift patient on the table)

3. Include remaining inaccuracy in PTV margin

Geometric accuracy (magnetic

field inhomogeneities and

patient-induced distortions)

Reduced geometric accuracy, especially near tissue–air

interfaces

1. Use high bandwidth acquisition

2. Acquisition of B0 map to assess patient-induced distortion.

PLANNING

Electron return effect Possible skin dose, chest wall, or lung dose increase

(dose increase at tissue–air interfaces)

Pay attention to skin, chest wall, and lung dose constraints in

planning, carefully choose beam setup (e.g., use enough beams)

Electron stream effect Irradiation dose outside the treatment field in an

inferior-to-superior direction (Figure 4)

Use of bolus material to shield irradiation outside of field

Missing electron density

information in MR-only workflow

Inaccurate dose calculation without correct electron

density assignments

Development of methods for synthetic CT generation from MRI

High-density treatment couch

material

Unpredictable dose effects by daily replanning Avoid beam angles passing through the treatment couch edges

TREATMENT

Irradiation through coil No irradiation through MR receiver coils, only through

dedicated hybrid machine coils. Dedicated prone breast

coil cannot be used

1. Try to fit the dedicated MR-linac coil on top of prone patient

(only for smaller patients)

2. Design a thinner, more flexible coil for the hybrid system

3. Design a new prone coil for the hybrid system

Fixed treatment couch Interfractional changes in position cannot be corrected

by moving the treatment couch

Use online plan adaptation strategies to account for

interfractional changes in anatomy

Motion during treatment Geographical miss during treatment or increased PTV

margins

Use online gating or tracking when available, e.g., only beam-on

when the target volume is within pre-specified boundaries

MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MR, magnetic resonance; OAR, organ at risk; PTV, planning target volume; CT, computed tomography; RT, radiotherapy.

different slices in the scan volume caused by motion during
scanning, a three-dimensional (3D) sequence can be used,
although motion in a 3D scan will lead to blurring (23).

In studies that evaluated prone breast MRI for RT, a dedicated
breast coil is usually used (19, 22, 24). While this coil provides
optimal image quality for the breasts, it cannot capture the full
body contour and all organs at risk (OARs) with adequate quality
(Figure 2). However, for MR-guided RT on a conventional
linac, this may be sufficient, provided that enough anatomical
landmarks are visible to register the MR scan to the planning

CT scan. Scanning with an additional receiver coil on top of the
patient could help to overcome this issue, but may not be possible
in all patients because of the limited MR bore size.

In case of RT treatment on a hybrid MR-guided RT system,
it is not possible to irradiate through the standard dedicated
prone breast coils that are used in diagnostic MRI. For that
reason, the receiver coils dedicated to hybrid machines have a
“window” through which irradiation is possible (15, 25). Because
these dedicated coils have different properties to the standard
receiver coils (i.e., fewer coil arrays, which restricts acceleration
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of imaging) and are not breast specific, the image quality can
be inferior. Another restriction is that the coil cannot be placed
too closely to the patient because of the electron return effect
(ERE; see Treatment Planning for a Hybrid Machine), which
restricts the signal-to-noise ratio of the imaging. In general, a
higher field strength gives a better signal-to-noise ratio, which
may place a 1.5-T hybrid system in favour over a 0.35-T system.
However, experiences with the 0.35-T hybrid system show that
patient setup and online tracking for breast cancer could be
performed successfully based on imaging at this lower magnetic
field strength (26). To ensure appropriate image quality, the MRI

FIGURE 1 | Supine patient setup for MRI simulation. In this setup, a 5-degree

inclined wedge is used. Height-adjustable coil bridges are used as support for

the anterior receiver coil to prevent deformation of the body contour.

sequences and image quality for breast imaging on the hybrid
systems should therefore be tested and optimized for the use of
the dedicated coil and each system specifically.

Geometric Accuracy
The impact of geometric distortions on MR-based contouring
and planning should be taken into account when optimizing
image quality and MRI sequences for RT on a hybrid
machine (18, 27). The effect of distortions on image quality
is described in this section, whereas the effect of distortions
on dose distributions is described in Treatment Planning for a
Hybrid Machine.

Distortions arise from system-related factors (i.e., main
magnetic field inhomogeneity and gradient nonlinearities) and
patient-related factors (i.e., chemical shift and susceptibility
effects) and depend on the specific scanner and sequence
parameters (18, 28–31).

System-related distortions due to gradient non-linearities
increase with increasing distance of the target volume from the
MRI isocenter and can range up to 12mm (25, 27, 28, 30, 32).
For the Elekta MR-linac (1.5 T), maximum displacements of
2.0mm were found within 17.5 cm from the isocenter (25). For
the ViewRay 60Co-system (0.35 T), this was 1.9mm, but larger
distortions were observed further from the central axis (33).
To minimize the effect of image distortion by gradient non-
linearities, the target volume should be positioned as close to the
scanner isocenter as possible (17), which may be challenging for

FIGURE 2 | Patient and receiver coil positioning in prone position, including challenges in this position. The images show three different patients. (A) No space for the

receiver coil on the back of the patient if the breast hangs freely without touching the scanner table; (B) the receiver coil fits above the patient while also the breast

hangs freely; (C) when the receiver coil is fitted in the MRI bore above the patient, the breast touches the table top and is deformed. Light blue shapes represent the

receiver coils (horizontal: receiver coil array; vertical: single flex coil). SNR, signal-to-noise ratio.
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laterally located target volumes, such as lateral breast tumours.
A possible solution may be to shift the patient on the scanner
table toward the contralateral side such that the ipsilateral breast
moves closer to the machine isocenter, if this is possible within
the limited space inside the bore. Furthermore, to minimize
system-related distortions, it is also important to always use the
scanner’s software for gradient non-linearity correction (23, 30).
By using a 3D scan, the gradient non-linearity correction can be
applied in all directions.

Distortions caused by main magnetic field inhomogeneities
and by susceptibility effects induced by the patient’s presence in
the scanner also need to be corrected for. Distortion caused by
patient-induced susceptibility can be particularly large, especially
at the tissue–air interface, with mean maximum distortions
at 3.0 T having been found to increase from 1.4 to 3.7mm
in a phantom to 3.7 to 11.3mm in patients (including setup
uncertainties) (29). Susceptibility effects scale with the main
magnetic field strength (31). A lower field strength or a high
receiver bandwidth can help to reduce both main magnetic field
inhomogeneity and patient-induced susceptibility, but reduces

signal-to-noise ratio (30, 31). Patient-specific correction methods
(e.g., using the B0 map) may be helpful to correct for these
distortions (18, 30).

Choice of MR Image Contrast
Several MRI sequences have been recommended for MR-guided
RT. For use of MRI in the adjuvant breast RT setting, use of T1-
weighted 3D sequences without fat suppression resulted in the
best visualization of surgical clips, whereas T1-weighted images
with fat suppression (e.g., mDixon) best enabled differentiation
between glandular breast tissue and seroma (9, 20, 34). Two-
dimensional or 3D T2-weighted MRI with fat suppression
[e.g., Short inversion time inversion recovery (STIR) or water
selective excitation] or without fat suppression was preferred for
visualization of lumpectomy cavity and associated seroma and for
discrimination between glandular breast tissue and tumour bed
(17, 19, 21, 22, 24).

In the neoadjuvant setting, the use of T1-weighted fat-
suppressed contrast-enhanced MRI is recommended for optimal
tumour and tumour spiculae visualization, because differences

FIGURE 3 | Imaging of a primary breast tumour on CT (A,D), (contrast-enhanced) MRI (B,E), and CBCT (C,F) scans indicating the difference in tumour visibility

(inside the red circle) between these modalities in two different patients (A–C and D–F). (D–F) The marker inserted in the tumour medial in the left breast is observed

as a void on MRI (indicated by the red circles).
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in contrast uptake provide a clear distinction between tumour
and glandular breast tissue (Figure 3) (35–38). Additionally, T2-
weighted images might aid in the differentiation between tumour
and postbiopsy changes (35). mDixon fat suppression methods
proved to be reliable and are recommended because they are
relatively insensitive to main magnetic field inhomogeneities
(39, 40). Use of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) was described
in only one study, where it was used in the context of response
evaluation after RT and not for target delineation (35). Use of
DWI for RT could help in differentiation between benign and
malignant lesions, but magnetic susceptibility-induced geometric
distortions make it more suitable for diagnostic imaging than
for MR-guided RT (41, 42). All studies presented above used
fusion of MRI with a planning CT scan on which the OARs were
delineated. Therefore, no recommendations focusing on OAR
visualization on different MRI sequences have been published.
Based on expert opinion, OARs are clearly visualized on any of
the sequences mentioned above, except for DWI. All sequences
described were acquired on stand-alone MRI scanners. Hybrid
treatment machines may come with only a fixed set of available
MRI sequences in clinical mode (15, 43). Therefore, not all
sequences described may be available on these machines during
treatment. A summary of online available MRI sequences on
hybrid machines is presented in Table 2.

CONTOURING

With regard to target volume delineation in the adjuvant PBI
setting, delineation of the tumour bed on CT should, according

to guidelines, include visible seroma and representative surgical
clips and the tumour location on preoperative imaging and
take into account the microscopic tumour free margins (44–
47). The added value of MRI to a standard planning CT scan
for delineation in the adjuvant setting is disputed for several
reasons (48, 49). First, surgical clips lead to voids on MRI,
potentially leading to less accurate target volume definition (34).
Second, studies have shown both a significant increase as well
as a decrease in the target volume when either a preoperative or
postoperative MRI scan was available for delineation in addition
to a postoperative planning CT (20, 21, 34, 50). Third, in three
separate studies, MRI did not lead to a reduction in interobserver
variation (20, 24, 50). However, in a more recent larger study,
a significant reduction in interobserver variation was reported
for delineation on MRI in patients without surgical clips (51).
Therefore, the added value of using MRI for contouring in the
adjuvant setting seems likely to be limited to those patients in
whom tumour bed clips have not been placed.

In the context of neoadjuvant PBI, given that this is not yet
a standard of care in breast cancer management, delineation
of in situ breast tumours is a relatively new concept to most
radiation oncologists, and new guidelines are needed. Guidelines
for the delineation of primary breast tumours on MRI for use
in neoadjuvant PBI setting have recently been developed by
the Breast Tumor Site Group of the International MR-Linac
Atlantic Consortium (36). These recommend the use of contrast-
enhanced MRI, which, because of increased contrast uptake in
tumours compared to the surrounding glandular breast tissue,
allows for better visualization of breast tumours than using

TABLE 2 | Overview of recommended MR sequences and commercial online availability for clinical breast cancer treatment on hybrid machines.

Type of MR sequence Advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) Availability on Unity

(Elekta AB)

Availability on MRIdian®

(ViewRay®)

Postoperative

T1-weighted with fat suppression (9, 20, 34) + Differentiation between glandular breast tissue and

seroma

Not available* Not available

T1-weighted without fat suppression

(9, 20, 34)

+ Best visualization of surgical clips 3D T1-weighted FFE 3D T2/T1-weighted TRUFI

T2-weighted with or without fat suppression

(17, 19, 21, 22, 24)

+ Visualization of lumpectomy cavity and seroma

+ Differentiation between glandular breast tissue and

seroma

3D T2-weighted TSE

without fat suppression*

3D T2/T1-weighted TRUFI

DWI (35) + Differentiation between malignant and benign tissue

in case of irradical resection

– Susceptible to geometric distortions

Not available* Not available*

Preoperative

T1-weighted contrast-enhanced with fat

suppression (35–38)

+ Visualization of tumour and tumour spiculae

– Injection of and irradiation with contrast agent

No standard contrast

injection available

No standard contrast

injection available

T2-weighted with or without fat suppression

(35)

+ Differentiation between tumour and post-biopsy

changes

3D T2 TSE without fat

suppression*

3D T2/T1-weighted TRUFI

DWI (35) + Differentiation between malignant and benign tissue

– Susceptible to geometric distortions

Not available* Not available*

TSE, turbo spin echo (fast spin echo); FFE, fast field echo (spoiled gradient echo); TRUFI, true fast imaging with steady state precession (balanced steady state free precession). *Not

available in online treatment setting. Acquiring DWI and MR sequences with fat suppression is possible offline—outside online treatment setting mode.

This table does not provide an exhaustive overview of all imaging possibilities but only refers to MR sequences mentioned in this article and currently commercially available

imaging options.
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CT (Figure 3) (9, 38). Contrast-enhanced MRI has been used
for the delineation of target volumes in several recent studies
of neoadjuvant PBI (37, 52). In these studies, insertion of an
additional fiducial marker by a radiologist was necessary both
to help localize the tumour for subsequent surgical resection in
case of tumour downstaging and for tumour position verification
because the tumour cannot be visualized on CBCT in most
patients. These markers cause artefacts on MRI, which can be
observed as voids (Figure 3). The size of these artefacts depends
on the material and geometry of the marker. As the artefact can
obscure tumour tissue, the void of a marker should be included
in the target volume. If omission of surgery after an ablative
dose RT becomes clinically feasible, insertion of a fiducial marker
in the tumour might not be necessary anymore. This would
be beneficial for both target volume definition and follow-up
imaging, as well as patient satisfaction (53).

TREATMENT PLANNING FOR A HYBRID
MACHINE

For MR-guided RT on a conventional linac, treatment planning
is performed according to the standard practice. This includes
registering the MRI scan to the planning CT scan used for
delineation and producing a dose distribution using a standard
treatment planning system. However, when treatment is to be
delivered on a MR-guided hybrid machine, several additional
factors need to be considered, all of which will be incorporated
into the dedicated treatment planning systems. These factors are
inherently related to the design of the hybrid machines. First,
given that the magnetic field influences the path of secondary
electrons, the ERE and the ESE in air have to be taken into
account. Second, the influence of geometric accuracy of the MR
images on treatment planning must be considered. Third, there
are some restrictions for planning to bear in mind.

Electron Return Effect
The Lorentz force acting on moving charged particles in a
magnetic field causes several effects during irradiation in a
magnetic field (54–59). One of these is the ERE, which refers
to the fact that the path of electrons is bent in the presence of
a magnetic field, resulting in exit electrons re-entering the body
after a helical path in air (55). Studies have shown that skin dose
is increased for patients undergoing WBI in a magnetic field due
to the ERE (60, 61). According to van Heijst et al. (60), the mean
skin dose increased from 29.5Gy at 0 T to 32.3Gy at 0.35 T and
to 33.2Gy at 1.5 T for 2-beam WBI. For 7-beam WBI, the mean
skin dose increased from 27.9Gy at 0 T to 30.2Gy at 0.35 T and to
29.8Gy at 1.5 T. Given these findings, WBI is not thought to be a
good indication for treatment on a hybrid machine, irrespective
of the field strength. Although van Heijst et al. found that the
mean skin dose for PBI also increased, from 5.2Gy at 0 T to
5.6Gy at 0.35 T and 5.8Gy at 1.5 T, the absolute mean skin dose
was small compared to WBI. Therefore, the increase in skin dose
for PBI in a magnetic field would be highly unlikely to translate
into a higher risk of radiation dermatitis. Furthermore, it has
been reported that increasing the number of beam angles helps

in decreasing the skin dose (60, 62). Therefore, although PBI is a
good indication for breast RT on a hybrid machine, one should
remain aware of the risk of increased skin dose and use more
rather than fewer beams. Because the ERE effect is also present
at the lung–tissue interface, it is also important to check the
maximum lung and chest wall dose (57, 62). Previous planning
studies concluded that the effects of the magnetic field on OARs,
other than the skin, are generally negligible, and doses were
within clinical constraints (60, 62, 63).

Electron Stream Effect
The second effect that should be kept in mind for breast cancer
treatment on a hybrid machine is the ESE in air, which can lead
to dose being deposited in tissues well outside the irradiated field
(Figure 4). This was first observed and evaluated by Park et al.
(64), who, in the context of accelerated PBI delivered on the
0.35 T 60Co ViewRay system, observed an electron stream in air
extending toward the head and ipsilateral arm. This ESE is caused
by electrons generated inside the body that, instead of scattering
in random directions when leaving the body, start spiraling along
the magnetic field (65). If unobstructed, this electron stream
would reach the chin and arm, causing unwanted irradiation of
the skin in these areas. In an extreme case, the maximum dose
measured was as high as 16.1% of the prescribed dose (64). Dose
to the skin outside the treatment field was highest in patients with
tumours located in the cranial part of the breast. Depending on
the location of the high-dose region in the breast, this electron
stream can also be directed toward the feet (Figure 4). Studies
on phantoms and early clinical experiences suggest that the
treatment planning system is able to fully describe the ESE and
that the use of bolus material to shield the body parts located
in the electron stream showed effective reduction of the dose in
these regions (64–66).

Impact of Geometric Distortions
Because the breast is located peripherally in the body and
geometric distortions increase with distance from the isocenter
and susceptibility effects arise near tissue–air interfaces (as
described in Simulation), the effects of these distortions on
dosimetry for breast RT may be significant (27, 30). The system-
specific distortions together with patient-related distortions may
result in unacceptable dosimetric variations, as has already been
shown for WBI (29). This issue still requires investigation in the
context of PBI, such as investigation of the impact of distortion
at the edges of the breasts, which would lead to inaccurate
assignment of air vs. tissue electron density and therefore
inaccurate dose calculations when these are based on the MRI.
Geometric distortions inside the target region should be carefully
considered in choosing adequate planning target volume (PTV)
margins in the context of breast RT on an hybrid machine (33).

Planning Restrictions
Technical specifications such as themagnetic field strength, beam
energy, source-to-axis distance, and maximum field size are
system-specific and are accounted for in the treatment planning
systems (13–15). However, there are some specific issues to
highlight that will be different from treatment planning for breast
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FIGURE 4 | Simulation of a single fraction neoadjuvant PBI treatment plan (ABLATIVE trial approach, 1 × 20Gy to GTV) for the 1.5-T MR-linac. The calculated dose

distribution shows the electron stream effect in air resulting in dose outside of the treatment field in both cranial and caudal directions. Scale is set to 100% reference

dose = 20Gy.

irradiation on a conventional linac. First, for the ViewRay MR-
linac system angles between 30 and 33◦ are not available, whereas
for the Elekta system 8 to 18◦ degrees need to be avoided because
of the cryostat pipe (15, 67). Furthermore, some beam angles
commonly used for breast RT on conventional systems should
preferably not be used on the Elekta system, that is, angles around
130–150◦ and 210–230◦, with exact angles depending on the
tumour location (66, 67). This is because of high-density material
in the treatment couch edges that may cause unwanted dose
effects during daily plan adaptation. Because of the design of the
hybrid machines, rotations of the table with respect to the gantry
angle and therefore irradiation with non-coplanar beams are
not possible. No problems are expected because of this because
good plan quality for PBI can be achieved with coplanar IMRT
(26, 63, 68).

With respect to the methods currently used for dose
calculation, co-registration of the planning CT to the pre-
treatment and/or online MR images or bulk density assignment
are currently used for electron density information for both the
ViewRay and Elekta hybrid machines (15, 67, 69). Strategies for
creating a synthetic CT directly from an MRI scan, such as atlas-
based, voxel intensity–based, or deep learning approaches, are in
development (70, 71). However, data on the use of synthetic CT
for the breast or thoracic region are limited. Recent data have
shown encouraging results for synthetic CT generation for the
thoracic region based on (a combination of) voxel intensity– and
atlas-based approaches, with a mean absolute error <50 HU in
the body and dosimetric differences ≤1.7% inside lung tumour
PTVs (72, 73). Inclusion of bone density information, specifically

the spine in this study on lung tumour treatment plans, proved to
be important to reduce local hot spots in the differences between
the simulated dose distributions on CT and synthetic CT (73).
Ahunbay et al. (74) proposed to continue using a planning CT
scan for each patient. Their approach with inclusion of bone
density and the use of deformably registered lung density, both of
which may be necessary for breast RT treatment planning as well,
may enable accurate full online replanning on the daily anatomy.
In an online workflow, options may be limited by the specific
system, but aforementioned issues should be taken into account,
as well as speed of synthetic CT generation.

TREATMENT ON A HYBRID MACHINE

For MR-guided RT on a conventional linac, the treatment and
position verification can be performed according to the current
standard RT workflow. Using a hybrid machine with daily
online MRI both before and during treatment, new opportunities
become available for daily setup and positioning accuracy,
online adaptive RT based on daily anatomy, and intrafraction
motion management.

Daily Setup and Positioning Accuracy
Experiences from hospitals that have treated breast cancer
patients in the adjuvant setting with the 0.35 T 60Co system have
shown that initial patient setup verification based on location
of lumpectomy cavity and online motion monitoring could be
beneficial for PBI patients in terms of reducing the CTV to
PTV margin and therefore irradiated volume and thereby the
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risk of late toxicity (26, 43, 69, 75). A >52% reduction in
treatment volume was achieved by applying no PTV margin for
the lumpectomy cavity with the help of online MRI for setup
(26, 75). Although a 0-mm PTV margin neglects correction of
other uncertainties that would normally be incorporated in the
CTV to PTVmargin (e.g., mechanical equipment and dosimetric
uncertainties) (76), this illustrates that online MRI for setup may
help to reduce the PTV margin compared to treatment on a
conventional linac. With the aid of an online motion monitoring
approach, a mean difference of <1% between planned and
delivered dose to 95% of the target volume was achieved (26).
For treatment in the neoadjuvant setting, patient setup and
positioning accuracy on a hybridmachine are still to be evaluated.

Online Adaptive RT
On hybrid machines, a new treatment plan can be made during
each fraction based on online MRI. Depending on the specific
system, different strategies are available. These range from
dose recalculation on the new patient anatomy to full online
recontouring and replanning (15, 77, 78). Requirements for
online replanning are somewhat different than for pretreatment
planning. In particular, the time available for target and OAR
redelineation and plan optimization is much reduced because the
patient is on the treatment table. The choice of plan adaptation
strategy will therefore depend on a trade-off between plan quality
and speed of plan adaptation. In general, it is expected that a
full reoptimization plan adaptation method will lead to improved
dosimetry in most patients, especially in the case of deformations
in the tumour or OARs, but will take more time (78, 79). In the
group reporting on adjuvant PBI on a 60Co system, where online
MRI proved beneficial for setup and PTV margin reduction,
no online plan adaptation was performed, and yet retrospective
comparison of planned vs. delivered dose showed adequate
coverage, suggesting that, in the context of PBI, use of a simpler
plan adaptation strategy may be reasonable (26, 43). Currently,
injection of contrast agent is not performed during treatment
on a hybrid machine, although it could help to recontour the
tumour volume in case of neoadjuvant PBI. However, gadolinium
chelates, the most commonly used contrast agent for breast
cancer, could have a radiosensitizing effect (80). Because of the
uncertainty of the effect and safety of irradiation when a contrast
agent has been injected and concern about stability and toxicity
of irradiated gadolinium, it is not recommended to use contrast-
enhanced sequences for imaging during treatment.

Intrafraction Motion Management
Generally three types of intrafraction motion can be
distinguished: (1) regular breathing motion, (2) irregular
transient motion, and (3) non-transient bulk motion. Breast
intrafraction motion evaluated on 2D and 3D MR images (2- to
20-minutes duration) has been reported to be generally regular
and limited to <3mm (26, 81). Larger displacements have been
observed, but these were mostly transient. Acharya et al. (26)
calculated that a mean PTVmargin of 0.7mmwould be sufficient
to cover 90% of the lumpectomy cavity for 90% of the treatment
time for a mean fraction duration of 12.7minutes. However,

intrafraction displacement seemed to differ substantially
between patients, reaching a mean displacement range of 6mm
in anterior-posterior direction for one patient. One possibility
to handle intrafraction displacement might be to individualize
the PTV margin based on cine MR data from simulation. Larger
whole-body shifts of up to 14mm over a 21-minutes duration
have been observed infrequently, although for the majority
of patients motion evaluated up to 20minutes was generally
regular and small (81). The impact of intrafraction motion
on current standard hypofractionated treatment is therefore
likely to be limited. However, for extremely hypofractionated
treatment schedules (one to two fractions) delivered on hybrid
machines, treatment times will increase significantly because
of the online delineation and planning procedure and because
of increased beam on time because of a lower dose rate of the
hybrid machines and use of IMRT compared to volumetric
modulated arc therapy (68, 82, 83). This will increase the risk of
systematic non-transient patient displacement both before and
during treatment and may also negatively affect patient comfort.
Although not yet available, real-time plan adaptation during RT
delivery will be the ultimate goal to account for intrafraction
motion management (84). Henke et al. (43) noted that online
motion tracking and gating on the lumpectomy cavity were
beneficial for accelerated PBI treatment with regard to reduction
of the PTV margin (26, 43). A disadvantage of gating is that,
although it is a solution for intrafraction motion management, it
will even further increase the treatment time. Solutions for online
monitoring and management of intrafraction motion such as
cine MRI-based gated irradiation are not yet implemented for
the 1.5-T Elekta MR-linac.

First Clinical Experiences
Several publications have reported on neoadjuvant MR-guided
PBI on a conventional linac including favourable toxicity profiles
(35, 37, 85). However, no patients have yet been treated with
neoadjuvant PBI on a hybrid machine. A planning study has
shown that neoadjuvant PBI in a single fraction in prone
or supine position on the 1.5-T Elekta MR-linac would be
dosimetrically feasible with adequate target coverage and within
predefined constraints for OAR (63).

Experiences with adjuvant PBI on a hybrid system have been
published. For patients treated on the 0.35-T 60Co Viewray
system with single-fraction adjuvant PBI, up to 12 months’
follow-up is available, and no local recurrences have been
reported. The first clinical results showed good tolerability,
low toxicity with a maximum of grade 2 toxicity, and good
to excellent cosmetic outcome assessed by both patients and
physician (86, 87). Usage of this system resulted in benefits for
initial patient setup on lumpectomy cavity and online motion
monitoring by which the PTV margin was diminished to 0mm,
which led to a large reduction in treatment volume of 52%
(26, 43, 69, 75). The first patient has also been successfully treated
with adjuvant PBI in 15 fractions on a 1.5-T Elekta MR-linac,
which led to only grade 1 toxicity of the breast with adequate
protection of the chin to prevent unwanted irradiation due to the
ESE (66).
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Patients are currently being recruited for several studies
on MR-guided PBI. On ClinicalTrials.gov, two trials are
registered aiming to treat patients in the adjuvant setting on
a hybrid machine, looking primarily at either reproducibility
of treatment or cosmetic outcome (88, 89). Three other
trials are being conducted to further explore the effect of
neoadjuvant MR-guided PBI on a conventional linac (90–
92). The primary outcomes of these trials are postoperative
complication rate, reproducibility of treatment, and pathologic
response, respectively.

CONCLUSION

The addition of MR guidance to the breast RT planning
pathway facilitates target volume delineation in the neoadjuvant
PBI setting, whereas treatment on a hybrid MR and linac or
60Co machine could lead to reduced CTV to PTV margins
in the neoadjuvant and adjuvant PBI settings through clearer
visualization of the target volume during treatment. Although
challenges for treatment of breast cancer patients on these
systems remain (Table 1), the first breast cancer patients have
been treated successfully with adjuvant PBI on a hybrid system,

and studies of MR-guided neoadjuvant PBI will open shortly,
through which technical approaches and workflow are likely to
be further refined.
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Introduction: To investigate the effect of local treatment strategy on survival outcome in
de novo stage IV breast cancer patients who received chemotherapy.

Methods: We identified stage IV breast cancers that presented with synchronous
metastasis from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results database. Binomial
logistic regression, Kaplan–Meier survival curves, propensity score matching (PSM), and
multivariate Cox regression model were used for statistical analyses.

Results: We identified 5,374 patients in total, including 2,319 (43.2%), 2,137 (39.8%),
and 918 (17.1%) patients who received surgery alone, surgery+radiotherapy, and
radiotherapy alone, respectively. The probability of patients receiving surgery alone
decreased over time, and the probability of patients receiving radiotherapy alone
increased over time. However, no significant difference was observed in the probability
of patients receiving postoperative radiotherapy (P = 0.291). The 3-year breast cancer-
specific survival (BCSS) in patients treated with surgery alone, radiotherapy alone, and
surgery+radiotherapy was 57.1, 35.9, and 63.9%, respectively (P < 0.001). The local
treatment strategy was the independent prognostic factor related to BCSS. Using surgery
alone as the reference, radiotherapy alone was related to lower BCSS (P < 0.001), while
additional radiotherapy after surgery improved BCSS (P < 0.001). Similar results were
observed using PSM.

Conclusions: Compared to radiotherapy alone, surgery to the primary site may confer a
survival benefit in stage IV breast cancer with synchronous metastasis, and additional
postoperative radiotherapy further improves outcome after primary tumor removal. Local
treatment can only be an option in highly selected patients with de novo stage IV disease
in the treatment guidelines. More prospective studies are needed to investigate the role of
local management for this patient subset.
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BACKGROUND

Breast cancer remains the leading cause of malignancy in women
worldwide, with approximately two million new cases diagnosed
in 2018 (1). About 3–5% of newly diagnosed breast cancer cases
are stage IV disease with synchronous metastasis (de novo stage
IV disease) (2–4). Although related to poor outcomes, advances
in systemic therapies against breast cancer such as taxane-based
chemotherapy, targeted therapies, and endocrine therapy have
improved the survival outcomes of stage IV patients (5). Two
recent studies have indicated that the prognosis has improved
over the past three decades in this patient subset (6, 7).

Traditional management in this patient subset comprises
systemic therapy, with additional surgery or radiotherapy to
control locoregional symptoms. However, four recent
randomized trials that investigated prognosis after surgery in de
novo stage IV breast cancer reported conflicting results (8–11).
Several retrospective studies have shown a survival advantage with
locoregional treatment, including surgery or radiotherapy to the
primary site (12–21). The rationale for proceeding with additional
surgery or radiotherapy includes the possibility of increasing the
effectiveness of chemotherapy, reducing the total tumor burden,
restoring immunity, eliminating breast cancer stem cells, and
decreasing the likelihood of resistant disease, which may lower
the metastatic potential of the primary tumor (22–24). These
observations suggest that locoregional intervention to primary
tumors may improve outcome in stage IV breast cancer with
synchronous metastasis.

In current clinical practice, approximately half of the patients
with de novo stage IV disease were treated with local surgery,
because it was associated with better local control and longer
survival times in retrospective studies (19, 25, 26). The consensus
from the Third International Consensus Conference for
Advanced Breast Cancer suggests that surgery to the primary
site can be considered in selected patients, particularly to
improve the quality of life (27). However, the survival benefit
of radiotherapy in these patients has been rarely investigated (13,
20, 21). In addition, it is worth speculating whether postoperative
radiotherapy could improve survival, as this has shown
conflicting results in the past (13, 18, 19, 21). Therefore, we
explored the existing real-world data from the Surveillance,
Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program to assess the
outcomes of different local treatment strategies including surgery
alone, radiotherapy alone, and surgery+radiotherapy for patients
with stage IV breast cancer with synchronous metastasis.
METHODS AND MATERIALS

Patients
Patient data were selected from the SEER database that includes
patient information regarding clinical cancer incidence,
demographics, clinicopathological characteristics, the first
course of treatment including surgery, radiotherapy, and
chemotherapy, and vital status from 18 registries, which
represents approximately 28% of the population of the United
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 246
States (28). We identified de novo stage IV breast cancer patients
treated with surgery alone, radiotherapy alone, or surgery and
radiotherapy in addition to chemotherapy, between 2004 and
2012. The following patients were excluded: those with no
pathologic diagnosis, those with non-invasive ductal carcinoma
or invasive lobular carcinoma, those that did not undergo
external beam radiation, and those with unavailable data
regarding ethnicity, grade, tumor size, nodal status, estrogen
receptor (ER), and progesterone receptor (PR) status. The
Institutional Review Board waived the need for informed
consent because anonymized patient data from the SEER
database was used.

Measures
We identified the following variables of interest: age, ethnicity,
grade, histology, T stage, N stage, ER status, PR status, and local
treatment procedures. T and N category was determined based
on the seven edition of the UICC/AJCC staging system. The
primary outcome of this study was breast cancer-specific survival
(BCSS), which was calculated as the time from the initial
diagnosis to the date of breast cancer-specific death or last
follow-up.

Statistical Analysis
The distribution differences among locoregional treatment
procedures and patient information were compared using the
chi-square test. Predictors of receipt of locoregional treatment
procedures were analyzed using binomial logistic regression. A
1:1 propensity score matching (PSM) method was performed by
logistic regression to balance the above patient demographic and
clinicopathological characteristics to reduce the potential
baseline selection bias. The BCSS rate was assessed using the
Kaplan–Meier method, and the effect of locoregional treatment
procedures on BCSS was analyzed using the log-rank test. The
independent prognostic indicators associated with BCSS were
determined using multivariate Cox regression models with
Backward Wald. IBM SPSS version 22.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk,
NY, USA) was used for all statistical analyses, and a P < 0.05 was
considered to indicate statistical significance.
RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
We identified 5,374 patients from the SEER database in this
study. A flow-chart of patient selection is shown in Figure 1. Of
these patients, 93.2% (n = 5,006) had invasive ductal carcinoma,
81.6% (n = 4,387) had node-positive disease, 76.3% (n = 4,102)
were aged <65 years, 64.3% (n = 3,454) had ER-positive disease,
62.1% (n = 3,339) were non-Hispanic White, and 60.8% (n =
3,272) had poorly differentiated/undifferentiated disease. In
addition, approximately 50% of patients had stage T3-4
disease. A total of 4,456 patients underwent surgical treatment,
and 48.0% (n = 2,137) of them were treated with postoperative
radiotherapy, while 918 patients received radiotherapy alone.
The patient baseline characteristics are listed in Table 1.
November 2020 | Volume 10 | Article 522580
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FIGURE 1 | The patient selection flowchart of the study.
TABLE 1 | Patients’ baseline characteristics.

Variables n S alone (%) RT alone (%) S + RT (%) P

Age (years)
<65 4,102 1,707 (73.6) 691 (75.3) 1,704 (79.7) <0.001
≥65 1,272 612 (26.4) 227 (24.7) 433 (20.3)

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White 3,339 1,465 (63.2) 521 (56.8) 1,353 (63.3) 0.008
Non-Hispanic Black 946 405 (17.5) 193 (21.0) 348 (16.3)
Hispanic (all ethnicities) 641 272 (11.7) 115 (12.5) 254 (11.9)

Other 448 177 (7.6) 89 (9.7) 182 (8.5)
Grade
Well-differentiated 285 118 (5.1) 57 (6.2) 110 (5.1) <0.001
Moderately differentiated 1,817 711 (30.7) 374 (40.7) 732 (34.3)
Poorly/undifferentiated 3,272 1,490 (64.3) 487 (53.1) 1,295 (60.6)

Histology
IDC 5,006 2,148 (92.6) 866 (94.3) 1,992 (93.2) 0.219
ILC 368 171 (7.4) 52 (5.7) 145 (6.8)

Tumor stage
T1 774 361 (15.6) 115 (12.5) 298 (13.9) <0.001
T2 1,916 913 (39.4) 211 (23.0) 792 (37.1)
T3 991 448 (19.3) 154 (16.8) 389 (18.2)
T4 1,693 597 (25.7) 438 (47.7) 658 (30.8)

Nodal status
N0 987 451 (19.4) 223 (24.3) 313 (14.6) <0.001
N1 2,105 865 (37.3) 450 (49.0) 790 (37.0)
N2 1,029 468 (20.2) 94 (10.2) 467 (21.9)
N3 1,253 535 (23.1) 151 (16.4) 567 (26.5)

ER status
Negative 1,920 918 (39.6) 322 (35.1) 680 (31.8) <0.001
Positive 3,454 1,401 (60.4) 596 (64.9) 1,457 (68.2)

PR status
Negative 2,702 1,235 (53.3) 464 (50.5) 1,003 (46.9) <0.001
Positive 2,672 1,084 (46.7) 454 (49.5) 1,134 (53.1)
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org
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Trends of Local Treatment Receipt
The use of surgery alone decreased from 45.7% in 2004 to 39.8%
in 2012 (P < 0.001). However, no significant difference was
observed in the probability of patients receiving postoperative
radiotherapy (41.6% in 2004 vs. 39.5% in 2012, P = 0.291).
Moreover, the probability of receiving radiotherapy alone
showed an increase over time, from 12.8% in 2004 to 21.1% in
2012 (P < 0.001). Figure 2 shows the probability of receiving
different local treatments over time.

Predictors for Receipt of Local Treatment
Using binomial logistic regression (Table 2), we found that
ethnicity, grade, T stage, and N stage were independent
predictors of radiotherapy receipt. Patients with non-Hispanic
Black and other ethnicities, lower tumor grade, larger tumor size,
and node-negative disease were more likely to be treated with
radiotherapy alone. In addition, age, T stage, N stage, and ER
status were independent predictors of postoperative
radiotherapy receipt. Patients with younger age, T4 stage, and
node-positive and ER-positive disease were more likely to receive
postoperative radiotherapy.

Survival and Prognostic Analyses
With a median follow-up of 37 months (range, 0–143 months), a
total of 3,727 patients died, including 3,317 patients who died
with breast cancer. The 3- and 5-year BCSS was 56.3 and 40.2%,
respectively. The 3-year BCSS in patients that underwent surgery
alone, radiotherapy alone, and surgery+radiotherapy was 57.1,
35.9, and 63.9%, respectively, with a median survival time of 45,
25, and 55 months, respectively (P < 0.001) (Figure 3).

In the multivariate Cox regression analysis (Table 3), local
treatment strategy also served as an independent prognostic
factor related to BCSS. Using surgery alone as the reference,
radiotherapy alone was related to lower BCSS (hazard ratio [HR]:
1.966, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.788–2.162, P < 0.001),
while additional radiotherapy after surgery improved BCSS (HR:
0.829, 95% CI: 0.767–0.896, P < 0.001). In addition, age,
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 448
ethnicity, grade, histology, T stage, N stage, and hormone
receptor status were the prognostic factors related to BCSS.

Using PSM, a total of 792 pairs were completely matched
between the surgery ± radiotherapy and radiotherapy alone
cohorts. In addition, 1,469 pairs were completely matched
between surgery alone and surgery+radiotherapy cohorts. After
adjustment of age, ethnicity, grade, histology, T stage, N stage,
and hormone receptor status, the results confirmed that patients
who received radiotherapy alone had lower BCSS than those who
were treated with surgery ± radiotherapy (HR: 2.135, 95% CI:
1.889–2.412, P < 0.001) (Model 1) (Table 4). Moreover, patients
who received postoperative radiotherapy had better BCSS than
those treated with surgery alone (HR: 0.814, 95% CI: 0.742–
0.893, P < 0.001) (Model 2) (Table 4). The survival curves in the
two cohorts are shown in Figure 4.
DISCUSSION

In the current study, we used the SEER database to investigate
whether aggressive local treatment improves survival in stage IV
breast cancer with synchronous metastasis. Our results showed
that local surgery was related to better BCSS than radiotherapy
alone, and additional postoperative radiotherapy further
improved BCSS than surgery alone.

De novo stage IV breast cancer is a relatively rare disease, and
most patients were treated with systemic therapy only. The
efficacy of local treatment, such as surgery and/or radiotherapy
remains controversial. Thus, there were significant differences in
the distribution regarding local treatment strategies in these
patients. In a study by Choi et al. that included 245 patients,
82 patients received locoregional treatment and systemic
therapy, and 32.9, 11.0, and 56.1% of them received surgery
alone, radiotherapy alone, and surgery+radiotherapy,
respectively (18). Another study from the British Columbia
Cancer Agency (n = 378) indicated that surgery was the most
common treatment procedure (78.3%), with only 13.9% (n = 41)
FIGURE 2 | The probability of receiving different local treatment strategies over time.
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patients receiving radiotherapy in the surgery cohort and 21.7%
patients receiving radiotherapy alone (19). However, another
study from Le Scodan et al. that included 320 patients treated
with locoregional treatment showed that 78% (n = 249) received
radiotherapy alone, 71 (22.2%) received surgery, and 57.7% had
additional radiotherapy (13). In our study, the distribution of the
types of local treatment was 43.2, 17.1, and 38.8 in the surgery
alone, radiotherapy alone, and surgery+radiotherapy, respectively.
There was no consensus regarding the locoregional treatment in
this patient subset. Therefore, the different distribution of
locoregional treatment might reflect the different clinical
practices in various institutions.

To our best knowledge, no study has so far assessed changes
to local treatment patterns in de novo stage IV breast cancer over
time. In this study, we additionally investigated the relationship
between the patterns of local treatment and the time of diagnosis.
Our results showed that from 2004 to 2012, patients who
received surgery alone decreased by 5.9% (45.7 vs. 39.8%),
while those that received radiotherapy alone increased by 8.3%
(12.8 vs. 21.1%). The main reason for the changing trends of local
treatment remains unclear. A possible explanation is that
systemic treatments for breast cancer patients, including
chemotherapy, targeted therapy, and endocrine therapy, have
made significant progress, and the outcomes have improved (5),
FIGURE 3 | The Kaplan–Meier curves of breast cancer-specific survival by
different local treatment strategies before propensity score matching.
TABLE 2 | Predictive factors for receipt of local treatment.

Variables RT alone vs. S ± RT S + RT vs. S alone

OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P

Age (years)
<65 1 1
≥65 1.057 0.889–1.257 0.532 0.698 0.606–0.804 <0.001

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White 1 1
Non-Hispanic Black 1.367 1.129–1.654 0.001 0.905 0.767–1.068 0.237
Hispanic (All ethnicities) 1.188 0.944–1.495 0.143 0.98 0.811–1.184 0.834

Other 1.332 1.027–1.726 0.031 1.055 0.845–1.318 0.636
Grade
Well-differentiated 1 1
Moderately differentiated 0.982 0.712–1.356 0.914 1.032 0.775–1.374 0.830
Poorly/undifferentiated 0.635 0.462–0.873 0.005 0.907 0.680–1.210 0.506

Histology
IDC 1 1
ILC 0.796 0.578–1.097 0.163 0.847 0.664–1.081 0.182

Tumor stage
T1 1 1
T2 0.852 0.663–1.095 0.212 0.995 0.828–1.196 0.960
T3 1.367 1.039–1.797 0.025 0.982 0.795–1.212 0.863
T4 2.726 2.140–3.472 <0.001 1.296 1.066–1.577 0.009

Nodal status
N0 1 1
N1 0.776 0.640–0.941 0.010 1.24 1.038–1.481 0.018
N2 0.282 0.216–0.370 <0.001 1.366 1.121–1.665 0.002
N3 0.372 0.292–0.472 <0.001 1.482 1.223–1.796 <0.001

ER status
Negative 1 1
Positive 1.013 0.820–1.252 0.903 1.427 1.259–1.617 <0.001

PR status
Negative 1 1
Positive 0.941 0.770–1.150 0.551 1.040 0.883–1.226 0.637
November 2
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which may have reduced the use of aggressive treatments,
including surgery.

Although an improvement in median survival was observed
with upfront local surgery for de novo stage IV breast cancer in
the MF07-01 trial (9), there were three randomized trials,
including TATA memorial study, E2108 trial, and ABCSG-28
POSYTIVE trial, which investigated local therapy for de novo
stage IV breast cancer and indicated that additional local therapy
to optimal systemic therapy did not improve survival outcomes
than those treated with optimal systemic therapy alone (8, 10,
11). In the current clinical practice, approximately half of
patients with de novo stage IV breast cancer were treated with
local therapy (15, 16, 19, 21, 25, 26). Therefore, according to our
findings, if the clinicians decide to use local treatment in select
cases, it appears that surgery+radiotherapy is better than those
with radiotherapy or surgery alone.

Results regarding the predictive factors of receipt of
radiotherapy alone were contradictory. A study by Le Scodan
et al. included patients who received radiotherapy alone or no
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 650
local treatment, patients with small tumor size, lower nodal stage,
non-visceral metastases, and received a combination of
endocrine treatment and chemotherapy were more likely to
received radiotherapy (13). Another study from the Institut
Gustave Roussy Breast Cancer Database showed that patients
with large tumor size, higher tumor grade, advanced nodal stage,
and higher tumor burden were more likely to be included in the
radiotherapy alone than surgery ± radiotherapy cohort (21). Our
results also showed that patients with favorable prognostic
factors, including lower tumor grade and node-negative disease
were more likely to received radiotherapy alone. However,
patients with larger tumor size also had a higher chance of
receiving radiotherapy alone compared to surgery cohort. The
results from a meta-analysis showed that patients with larger
tumor size were less likely to undergo surgery (20). Thus,
locoregional radiotherapy might be a reasonable choice for
patients with larger tumor size if locoregional management
was to be performed. However, our study showed that
radiotherapy alone had the worst survival.

Although the efficacy of local treatment in these patients
showed contradictory results in prospective studies (8–11),
current retrospective studies with large cohorts had suggested
that local treatment could improve the survival of this patient
subset (12–21). However, most studies are mainly based on
surgical treatment, and there are currently no prospective
studies to compare the role of radiotherapy and surgery. A
study by Le Scodan et al. showed that patients in the
radiotherapy cohort had better 3-year overall survival (OS)
(43.4 vs. 26.7%, P < 0.001) than patients who did not undergo
any local treatment (13). They suggested that locoregional
radiotherapy may be an effective alternative to surgery.
However, more patients who are treated with radiotherapy
alone had smaller tumor size, lower nodal burden, bone-only
metastases, and less visceral organ involvement, and more
received endocrine therapy (13). Two recent studies from the
Institut Gustave Roussy Breast Cancer Database and the British
Columbia Cancer Agency showed comparable survival outcomes
between surgery ± radiotherapy and radiotherapy-alone cohorts
when adjusted for prognostic factors (19, 21). However, patients
who received surgery ± radiotherapy were less likely to be treated
with systemic therapies (55 vs. 99% in surgery ± radiotherapy vs.
radiotherapy alone, respectively) (21), which may limit the
representative value of the study. The study by Choi et al.
included 245 patients, wherein 90% were treated with
chemotherapy, and patients with surgery ± radiotherapy had
significantly higher locoregional-free survival (LRFS) and OS
rates than the radiotherapy-only cohort (5-year LRFS: surgery+
radiotherapy [70%], surgery only [53%], and radiotherapy only
[27%]; 5-year OS: surgery+radiotherapy [77%], surgery only
[70%], and radiotherapy only [44%]). Moreover, 63.0% of
patients received postoperative radiotherapy in the surgery
cohort (18). In our large cohort study, all patients were treated
with chemotherapy, and patients in the surgery ± radiotherapy
cohorts had significantly higher BCSS than those treated with
radiotherapy alone before and after PSM, which was similar to
Choi et al.’s results (18). Our study indicated that surgery is an
TABLE 3 | Multivariate analysis on prognostic indicators associated with breast
cancer-specific survival before propensity score matching.

Variables HR 95% CI P

Age (years)
<65 1
≥65 1.171 1.081–1.269 <0.001

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White 1
Non-Hispanic Black 1.321 1.208–1.444 <0.001
Hispanic (all ethnicities) 1.023 0.917–1.140 0.686

Other 0.816 0.714–0.933 0.003
Grade
Well-differentiated 1
Moderately differentiated 1.120 0.937–1.338 0.214
Poorly/undifferentiated 1.418 1.188–1.693 <0.001

Histology
IDC 1
ILC 1.187 1.033–1.363 0.015

Tumor stage
T1 1
T2 1.180 1.051–1.326 0.005
T3 1.360 1.196–1.546 <0.001
T4 1.565 1.390–1.761 <0.001

Nodal status
N0 1
N1 0.881 0.798–0.974 0.013
N2 0.955 0.820–1.076 0.436
N3 1.064 0.954–1.187 0.267

ER status
Negative 1
Positive 0.752 0.683–0.827 <0.001

PR status
Negative 1
Positive 0.712 0.648–0.782 <0.001

Treatment
Surgery alone 1
Radiotherapy alone 1.966 1.788–2.162 <0.001
Surgery + radiotherapy 0.829 0.767–0.896 <0.001
CI, confidence interval; IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma;
ER, estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; N, nodal; PR, progesterone receptor; RT,
radiotherapy; S, surgery; T, tumor.
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acceptable alternative to radiotherapy alone in appropriately
selected patients.

There were still large differences in the recommendation for
postoperative radiotherapy, ranging from 18.9 to 63.0% (12, 18,
19, 25, 29). Several previous studies have shown comparable
LRFS or OS between patients treated with surgery alone and
surgery+radiotherapy (18, 19, 25, 29). Our study further
indicated that postoperative radiotherapy could improve BCSS
in the surgical cohort. The potential interpretation of our results
may be with respect to higher tumor burden, including larger
tumor size, advanced nodal stage, and higher tumor grade that
may have a significant correlation with subsequent locoregional
recurrence and distant metastasis. Therefore, postoperative
radiotherapy may be an important option, together with local
surgical treatment for these patients. Studies from non-
metastatic breast cancer have also shown that postoperative
radiotherapy can improve locoregional control, distant
Frontiers in Oncology | www.frontiersin.org 751
recurrence, and OS in patients with node-positive lymph nodes
(30–32).

Our study has some limitations. First, as with any
retrospective study, there exists a possible selection bias with
limits any conclusions of direct causative relationships. In
addition, we were unable to include targeted therapy and
endocrine therapy, given that it was not recorded in the SEER
database. Third, the sequence of chemotherapy and local
treatment, the timing of local treatment, the evaluation of
tumor response to chemotherapy, the recurrence, and distant
patterns after local treatment are not recorded in the SEER
program. Finally, the dose and target volume of locoregional
radiotherapy was also not recorded in the SEER database.
The primary strength of this study was that we used a large
database series to determine the optimal additional local
treatment strategy in de novo stage IV breast cancer treated
with chemotherapy.
TABLE 4 | Multivariate analysis on prognostic indicators associated with breast cancer-specific survival after propensity score matching.

Variables Model 1 Model 2

HR 95% CI P HR 95% CI P

Age (years)
<65 1 1
≥65 1.160 1.002–1.343 0.047 1.035 0.919–1.167 0.570

Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White 1 1
Non-Hispanic Black 1.302 1.118–1.517 0.001 1.511 1.334–1.711 <0.001
Hispanic (all ethnicities) 1.132 0.930–1.377 0.217 1.059 0.904–1.240 0.477

Other 0.727 0.565–0.936 0.013 0.890 0.727–1.091 0.264
Grade
Well-differentiated 1 1
Moderately differentiated 1.219 0.866–1.714 0.256 1.597 1.110–2.296 0.012
Poorly/undifferentiated 1.393 0.987–1.965 0.059 2.083 1.445–3.004 <0.001

Histology
IDC 1 1
ILC 0.913 0.608–1.371 0.660 1.647 1.291–2.101 <0.001

Tumor stage
T1 1 1
T2 1.158 0.931–1441 0.187 1.011 0.863–1.185 0.892
T3 1.139 0.880–1.423 0.361 1.309 1.095–1.564 0.003
T4 1.373 1.117–1.688 0.003 1.545 1.311–1.820 <0.001

Nodal status
N0 1 1
N1 0.859 0.733–1.007 0.061 0.905 0.783–1.045 0.173
N2 0.984 0.776–1.246 0.892 0.979 0.833–1.151 0.797
N3 1.054 0.860–1.293 0.611 1.138 0.975–1.328 0.102

ER status
Negative 1 1
Positive 0.663 0.558–0.789 <0.001 0.822 0.717–0.944 0.005

PR status
Negative 1 1
Positive 0.734 0.622–0.866 <0.001 0.721 0.629–0.827 <0.001

Treatment
Surgery ± radiotherapy 1 —

Radiotherapy 2.135 1.889–2.412 <0.001 — — —

Treatment
Surgery — 1
Surgery + radiotherapy — — — 0.814 0.742–0.893 <0.001
November 2
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CI, confidence interval; IDC, invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC, invasive lobular carcinoma; ER, estrogen receptor; HR, hazard ratio; N, nodal; PR, progesterone receptor; RT, radiotherapy; S,
surgery; T, tumor.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, our study suggests that surgery to primary sites
may offer better survival benefit than radiotherapy alone in
patients with de novo stage IV breast cancer. Additionally,
additional postoperative radiotherapy further improves
outcomes after primary tumor removal. However, due to lack
of important information regarding tumor biology, systemic
treatments, and site of metastasis. This study does not provide
reliable data on the real impact of local treatments for this patient
subset. According to the guidelines from the European School of
Oncology and European Society for Medical Oncology (33), local
treatment can only be an option in highly selected patients.
Therefore, more prospective studies are needed to investigate the
role of local management in patients with de novo stage IV
breast cancer.
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